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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR USING ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS

00

FOR AN ELECTRONIC CONTRACT

I.

;Z

Cross-Reference to Related Applications
This patent application claims priority in the United States under 35 U.S.C. 119, and

under the Paris Convention worldwide, to the benefit of the filing date of Wheeler et al. U.S.
provisional patent application serial no. 60/223,076, which was filed on August 4, 2000, and
which is incorporated herein by reference. This application also incorporates herein by reference
each of four international patent applications and three U.S. patent application to Anne and Lynn
00
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Wheeler filed concurrently herewith in the U.S. Patent

Trademark Office and bearing serial

number PCT/US01/41587 (entitled "Person-Centric Account-Based Digital Signature System")
and serial number 09/923,179 (entitled "Account-Based Digital Signature (ABDS) System")
(hereinafter such pair of applications being referred to as the "ABDS Applications"); serial
number PCT/US01/41562 (entitled "Entity Authentication in Electronic Communications by
Providing Verification Status of Device") and serial number 09/923,075 (entitled "Modifying
Message Data and Generating Random Number Digital Signature Within Computer Chip")
(hereinafter such pair of applications being referred to as the "VS Applications"); serial number
PCT/US01/24572 (entitled "Linking Public Key of Device to Information During Manufacture")
and serial number 09/923,213 (entitled "Manufacturing Unique Devices That Generate Digital
Signatures") (hereinafter such pair of applications being referred to as the "PRiMR
Applications"); and serial number PCT/US01/24563 (entitled

Trusted Authentication Digital

Signature (TADS) System") (hereinafter referred to as the "TADS Application").
II.

FIELD OF THE PRESENT INVENTION
The invention relates to systems and methods in which an electronic communication

comprising terms of a contract is digitally signed. More particularly, account information is
linked to a sending individual or entity by using a verification status indicator and a security
profile, which correspond to a sending device and which are used to facilitate the recipient in
determining that the sender intended to be bound by the contract terms.
III.

BACKGROUND OF THE PRESENT INVENTION
In the modern commercial environment, efficiency and timeliness are paramount in

ensuring the success of many businesses.

Furthermore, transactions may occur across great

distances. For example, two parties to a contract may not actually be physically present at the
same time and place as the terms are being negotiated or even when the contract is actually
executed.

Traditional means for negotiating and executing contracts include communicating

over the telephone, communicating in writings sent between the parties using the mail or a
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over the telephone, communicating in writings sent between the parties using the mail or a
facsimile machine, or even through third party negotiators such as attorneys or agents. Although
technology has facilitated such activities, i.e. the facsimile machine increasing the speed at which
contracts are formed versus sending writings through the mail, the recent explosion of the
Internet and e-mail has resulted in the potential for even greater speed and efficiency in contract
formation.
However, the Internet and e-mail are merely forms of communication. The basic
elements of a contract, offer, acceptance and consideration, must still exist. Furthermore, Article
2 of the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) still applies to the sale of goods. Moreover, the
Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act ("E-SIGN") and the Uniform
Electronic Transactions Act (1999) ("UETA") are recent examples of legislation that are aimed
at standardizing laws regarding facilitating electronic contracts ("e-contracts").
According to memo M-00-15 "Memorandum for the Heads of Departments and
Agencies", by the Office of Management and Budget Director "E-SIGN eliminates legal barriers
to the use of electronic technology to form and sign contracts, collect and store documents, and
send and receive notices and disclosures." In addition, as discussed in comments to UETA, the
main point of a signature is to apply a sound, symbol or process with an intent to do a legally
significant act. Thus, UETA attempts to establish that an electronic signature and a manual
signature are equivalent. Furthermore, an electronic signature should be connected to the record
or document being signed.
Accordingly, in contracting over the Internet, for example, the issue of how to connect an
electronic, or digital, signature with a document being signed, and thus, the issue of how to
determine that a valid contract has been formed, is raised. Traditional contract law relating to the
sale of goods requires a writing signed by the party to be bound to prove all contracts in excess of
a certain dollar amount, usually $500. Oral contracts for more than $500 are generally not
enforceable under the UCC Statute of Frauds, a version of which practically each state has
enacted into law in some form or another, unless a party to be bound admits the existence of the
contract.
As discussed above, UCC, UETA and E-SIGN provide ways around the physical
signature requirement. Thus, with respect to electronic commerce ("e-commerce"), there are
various -ways to evidence intent to be bound. UCC section 1-201 provides that "signed" includes
any symbol executed or adopted by a party with present intention to authenticate a writing, and
"written" or "writing" includes printing, typewriting or any other manner of intentional reduction
to a tangible form. Thus, since a digital signature, for example, is represented as electronic data,
it can symbolize intent in connection with an electronic document to be bound by the terms
contained therein.
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Accordingly,

the competitive nature of the marketplace

has propelled many

technological advances in the arena of e-commerce. An electronic communication

is

considered to be a communication in electronic form. ECs have become an integral part of
transacting business today, especially with the growth of the Internet and e-commerce. Over
recent years, digital signatures also have become an important part of e-commerce, with a digital
signature being used both to identify a sender of an EC as well as to "authenticate" a message
contained within the EC.

Thus, the integration of digital signatures and ECs into modem

commerce to facilitate e-contracts is a natural result of technological evolution.
However, computing systems developed for using digital signatures are typically
designed to perform message and sender authentication.

These systems can apply digital

signatures without an overt act by the message originator. Thus, these systems lack the sense of
originator intention, as they only support originator authentication.
The origination of a digital signature essentially comprises the encryption of a message
sent in an EC. In addition, the message may include a hash value of the message that is
is

conveyed in the EC, wherein the hash algorithm used to generate the hash is, for example, SHA1, or other similar algorithm known in the art. The message, which may or may not include a
hash value, is encrypted by an electronic device using a private key

of a key pair used in

public-private key cryptography (also known as asymmetric cryptography). The resulting
ciphertext, which may be referred to as a message digest, constitutes the digital signature
which typically is appended to the message to form the EC that is sent from a sender to a
recipient. In generating the hash value, either the device applies a hashing algorithm-such as
the SHA-1I algorithm-to the subject matter of the message to be sent, or the hashing algorithm is
applied to the message external to the device and the resulting hash value then is communicated
to the device for encrypting. Furthermore, while the encryption is performed by the device, the
user of the device

the sender of the EC) is considered the "signer" of the digital signature.

The sender may be a computing system that automatically responds with a digital signature to a
query requesting the identity of the sender. This may be analogized to an airplane transponder
responding to an air traffic control request for identification.
The recipient of the EC may know or be able to obtain both the hashing algorithm
applied to the message as well as the public key

corresponding to the private key used to

generate the digital signature. With this knowledge, the recipient applies the appropriate hashing
algorithm to the message to generate a hash value and then decrypt the digital signature. If the
hash value generated by the recipient equals the hash value of the decrypted digital signature,
then the recipient is able to determine that the sender who signed the message actually possessed
the private key corresponding to the public key held by the recipient. Accordingly, the recipient
"authenticates" the sender. Additionally, the recipient is able to determine that the content of the
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message contained in the EC was not altered or modified because any change to the message
would change the hash value. Accordingly, the recipient "authenticates" the message.
A digital certificate (also known as a "digital ID") is a voucher by a third party
(commonly referred to as a "Certificate Authority") attesting to the identity of an owner of a
public key.

Essentially, digital certificates are the electronic counterparts to driver licenses,

passports, membership cards, and other paper-based forms of identification. The digital
certificate itself comprises an electronic message including a public key and the identity of the
owner of the public key. A digital certificate also typically contains an expiration date for the
public key, the name of the Certificate Authority, a serial number of the digital certificate, and a
digital signature of the Certificate Authority. The most widely accepted format for digital
certificates is defined by the CCITT X.509 international standard; thus, certificates can be read or
written by any application complying with X.509. Based on a digital certificate included in an
EC, a recipient is able to authenticate the digital certificate using a public key of the Certificate
Authority and thereby confirm the identity of the owner set forth therein.
The system wherein a digital certificate is included in an EC comprises a "public key
infrastructure" (PKI) commonly referred to as the "Certificate Authority Digital Signature"
(CADS) system. Unfortunately, while the CADS system enables two parties who otherwise may
not have a preexisting relationship with one another to communicate with each other with the
confidence of knowing the other's identity, the CADS system has drawbacks. For example, a
digital certificate typically is issued with an expiration date, and an expired digital certificate
generally is not recognized in the industry. Furthermore, if a private key is lost or stolen, then the
owner of the private key must notify the Certificate Authority to revoke the owner's digital
certificate; however, a recipient of an EC with a digital certificate will only know of the
revocation of the digital certificate if the recipient cross-references the serial number of the
digital certificate against a certificate revocation list (CRL) published by the Certificate
Authority. Another drawback to the CADS system is that the digital certificate itself is only as
good as the particular authority that issues it, and it often may be necessary to obtain multiple
digital certificates

from Certificate Authorities 306a, 306b to 306n as shown in FIG. 1 of the

incorporated ABDS Applications) in order to create a sufficient "chain" or "network" of trust
between the sender and recipient for a transaction or communication to be accepted and acted
upon. Additionally, the entire CADS system rests upon the secrecy of the private key of the
Certificate Authority issuing a digital certificate, which, if compromised, collapses the CADS
system.
In the context of an EC regarding an account, such as the example of an online purchase
order, another drawback of the CADS system is that the account information must be encrypted
or otherwise protected if sent over an insecure communications medium, such as the Internet. In
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the example above, a hacker eavesdropping on the communication of the account information
would possess sufficient information to make fraudulent charges to the account of the purchaser,
especially as not all merchants require a digital signature and digital certificate to fill a purchase
order. Moreover, financial institutions have yet to standardize a requirement that a digital
certificate of a purchaser be submitted as a condition precedent to approving a payment request
by a merchant. Instead, in determining whether a purchaser actually has the authority to effect
payment to a merchant, a financial institution relies upon the personal account information
provided by the merchant, and whether the account information has been reported lost or stolen.
Accordingly, a need exists for an improved system of communicating ECs that contain
contract related documents using digital signatures and for authenticating the identity of a
contracting party and that party's associated account information without the inherent
inefficiencies, limitations and potential pitfalls of a CADS.
A need also exists for such a system that can link account information to an individual
without the need for secret identification information, i.e. PIN or mother's maiden name, to be
sent as part of the EC, thereby preventing hacking of such secret information.
Furthermore, although the identity of a party sending an electronic communication may
be successfully verified as being the identity of a party with which another party has a preexisting relationship, many employees of a merchant, for example, may have access to the
merchant's private key. This creates the scenario where a low-level employee that knows the
employer's private key may be able to bind the employer to a large transaction, even though the
employee is not authorized to bind the company except for transaction of relatively small dollar
amount. Thus, the low-level employee may have apparent authority to bind the employer vis-avis another party, but may not have actual authority to do so.
Moreover, even if the sender has the authority to bind the employer, the sender may be
an employee who contracts with multiple parties at various times during the workday. If, for
example, the employee is involved with entering into contracts with multiple parties during a
certain time period during the workday, the employee, using a PC, may inadvertently assent to a
contract without reviewing the terms of the contract.

This would occur, for instance, if the

employee was actively engaged in negotiating terms of a contract with another party where each
is replying to the other with counteroffers.

Then, due to not paying careful attention to the

documents that are active on the employee's computer, an inadvertent keyboard stroke causes an
offer or an acceptance to be sent in response to a message arriving from a totally different party.
This is because a distinction exists between a computer system that is designed to authenticate an
entity without the need for an overt action by the entity, and a computer system designed to
demonstrate a person's or an entity's intent in connection with a particular document.
Accordingly, a need exists for enabling a recipient of an electronic communication that

0

comprises a contract document to determine whether the sender has the authority to be bound,

O

and furthermore, whether the sender intends to be bound to the terms of the document.
Finally, a need exists to enable the recipient of an electronic communication containing a
contract document to determine the level to which secret information that may have been used to

;Z

digitally sign the EC is physically protected, such that the likelihood of a hacker obtaining the
secret information and posing as a person or entity legitimately associated with the secret
information is low or nonexistent.

00 S
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Throughout this specification the word "comprise", or variations such as "comprises" or
"comprising", will be understood to imply the inclusion of a stated element, integer or step, or
group of elements, integers or steps, but not the exclusion of any other element, integer or step,
or group of elements, integers or steps.

SAny

description of prior art documents herein is not an admission that the documents
form part of the common general knowledge of the relevant art in Australia.
IV.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
In a first aspect the invention is a method for establishing an electronic contract between

a first party and a second party, comprising the steps of:
initially, establishing an account of the first party, the account being maintained by
the second party, wherein the step of establishing the account comprises:
assigning an identifier to the account;
receiving a public key of a public/private key pair directly from the first
party, the private key of the public/private key pair being stored securely within a device
of the first party, the device being adapted to generate digital signatures using the private
key;
associating the public key with the identifier in a database of the second
party; and
associating a security profile of the device with the account, the security
profile indicative of the security level of the device;
(ii) thereafter,
the first party formulating an offer associated with the electronic contract;
the device generating a verification status indicator based on a comparison of
verification data provided to the device with verification data of the first party pre-stored
within the device;
the first party using the device to generate a digital signature of the offer and
the verification status indicator;
the first party communicating an electronic communication to the second
party, the electronic communication including the identifier, the offer, the digital
signature, and the verification status indicator;

00

in response to receipt of the electronic communication and based on the
identifier obtained therefrom, the second party authenticating the digital signature with
the public key associated with the account and accessing the security profile of the
Sdevice

from the database; and
if the digital signature authenticates, the second party determining a response
to the offer as a function of the security level of the device and as a function of the
verification status indicator obtained from the electronic communication.
In a second aspect the invention is a method for establishing an electronic contact

00

between a first party and a second party, comprising the steps of:
initially, setting up an account of the first party with the second party, wherein the
step of establishing the account comprises:
storing a public key of a public/private key pair of the first party in a database
of the second party, the private key of the public/private key pair being stored securely
only within a device of the first party, the device being adapted to generate digital
signatures using the private key;
associating an identifier with the account of the first party;
associating the public key with the account such that the public key is
retrievable based on the identifier; and
associating a security profile of the device with the account, the security
profile indicative of the security level of the device;
(ii) thereafter,
the first party formulating an offer associated with the electronic contract;
the device generating a verification status indicator based on a comparison of
verification data provided to the device with verification data of the first party pre-stored
within the device;
the first party using the device to generate a digital signature of the offer and
the verification status indicator;
the first party communicating an electronic communication to the second
party, the electronic communication including the offer, the identifier, the digital
signature, and the verification status indicator;
in response to receipt of the electronic communication and based on the
identifier obtained therefrom, the second party authenticating the digital signature with
the public key associated with the identifier and accessing the security profile of the
device from the database; and

00

if the digital signature authenticates, the second party determining a response
to the offer as a function of the security level of the device and as a function of the

C=KI

Sverification
SIn

status indicator obtained from the electronic communication.
a third aspect the invention is a method for creating an electronic contract between a

first party and a second party, comprising the steps of:
initially, establishing an account of the first party with the second party, wherein the
step of establishing the account comprises:
assigning an identifier to the account;
00

storing a public key of a public/private key pair of the first party in a
database of the second party, the private key of the public/private key pair being stored
securely within a device of the first party, the device being adapted to generate digital
signatures using the private key; and
associating the public key with the identifier;
(ii) thereafter,
the first party formulating an offer associated with the electronic contact;
the device generating a verification status indicator based on a comparison of
verification data provided to the device with verification data of the first party pre-stored
within the device;
the first party using the device to generate a digital signature of a message,
wherein the message contains the offer and the verification status indicator;
the first party communicating an electronic communication to the second
party, the electronic communication including the message and the digital signature;
in response to receipt of the electronic communication and based on the
identifier obtained therefrom, the second party authenticating the digital signature with
the public key associated with the identifier and accessing the security profile of the
device from the database; and
if the digital signature authenticates, the second party determining a response
to the offer based on pre-stored verification status indicator-related business rules
maintained by the second party.
In a fourth aspect the invention is a method for creating an electronic contract between a
first party and a second party, comprising the steps of:
initially, establishing an account of the first party with the second party, wherein the
step of establishing the account comprises:
assigning an identifier to the account of the first party;
storing a public key of a public/private key pair of the first party in a
database of the second party, the private key of the public/private key pair being stored

00

securely within a device of the first party, the device being adapted to generate
digital signatures using the private key;

S(c)

associating the public key with the identifier; and
associating a security profile of the device with the account, the security profile

indicative of the security level of the device;
(ii) thereafter,
the first party formulating an offer associated with the electronic contract;
r'00

the device generating a verification status indicator based on a comparison of
verification data provided to the device wit verification data of the first party pre-stored
within the device;
the first party using the device to generate a digital signature of the offer and
the verification status indicator;
the first party communicating an electronic communication to the second
party, the electronic communication including the offer, the identifier, and the digital
signature;
in response to receipt of the electronic communication and based on the
identifier obtained therefrom, the second party authenticating the digital signature with
the public key associated wit the identifier and accessing the security profile of the
device from the database; and
if the digital signature authenticates, the second party determining a response
to the after based on pre-stored security-profile-related business rules maintained by the
second party.
The invention relates to a method and system for using electronic messages for securely
forming and executing a contract. This application incorporates by reference the ABDS
Applications which discloses in detail various methods, systems and devices for sending ECs
using an account authority

to maintain and forward to a recipient account information

associated with the sender of the EC. The AA verifies and authenticates that a requestor is who
they say they are and that they are authorized to access information associated with another.
Upon verification and authentication of the request, the AA may release the requested
information to the requestor.
To facilitate party-to-party e-contracting, each party to the e-contract may act as the AA
for the other. A third party AA may also be used to facilitate the providing of information to
contracting parties. Various features and technologies described in the incorporated VS, ABDS
and PRiMR Applications are used to implement various aspects of the traditional contracting
process, thereby enabling e-contracting. The incorporated VS Applications disclose in detail a
device, method and system for making and using a device that contains a private key to create a

00
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DS among other things. The device is personal to an individual such that, based on the security
level with which the device was manufactured, another cannot use the device's private key to

Sfraudulently pose as the first individual, and therefore bind the first individual to a contract to
Swhich

he did not intend to be bound. In addition, the device may be manufactured in a secure
environment with a private key retained in the device, and a public key, complementary to the
private key, retained in a database in the secure environment such that the public key is linked to
security characteristics of the device. This scenario is disclosed in the incorporated PRiMR
Applications.

00

For the technologies disclosed in the aforementioned ABDS, PRiMR and VS
Applications to facilitate e-contracting between parties, the parties will typically have formed a
relationship that contemplates future contracting between them, although a scenario in which the
parties have not already formed a relationship is also supported. Party A provides certain data to
party B, and party B provides certain data to party A before the contracting process begins. Or,

00

the parties provide certain data to a third party AA. Thus, when party B receives an EC from
party A, the AA function is either performed at party B's device, such as a personal computer
or a personal digital assistant
Sthird

that receives the EC, or by sending a request to a

party AA.
This preliminary "setup" data will typically include the other party's PuK and a preferred
hash routine, such as SHA-I. This data may also include such information as cash on hand,
accounts payable, accounts receivable, payment history with respect to timeliness of payment,
manufacturing capacity, quantity of goods in stock, performance history with respect to

00

timeliness of shipment of goods or performance of services and any other information relevant to
making a business decision of whether to make an offer or to accept an offer.

In addition, the

information may include parameters that are relevant to a party's business, such as type of raw
materials used to manufacture goods and description of the goods themselves and/or service that
the party provides, among other things. This type of information helps facilitate a keyword
search that may be used by a potential offeror that is looking for a merchant that deals in a
particular type of product.
For example, if party A is the offeror and party B is the offeree, A would send a proposal
to B in the form of an EC. The EC would be sent by A from A's device, such as the types of
devices disclosed in the incorporated VS Applications. Thus, A's computer device would encode
the proposed contract into an EC using A's PrK and possibly a hash routine, and send it from A's
PC to B's PC. When B receives the contract offer encoded into the EC as a message, B's PC
retrieves the identification information, such as A's name or account number, and searches a
database, indexed by name or account number, that resides on B's PC. From this search, B
retrieves A's associated PuK and authenticates the digital signature of the EC. Successful
authentication of the digital signature provides confidence that the EC was sent by A.
If B wishes to determine that the message received was the identical message that was
sent by A, B may use the identification information to retrieve a hash routine associated with the
identification information. Then, the message is hashed by the hash routine. Since one of the
components of the authenticated EC may be a hash value of the message, the message being a
component of the EC separate from the hash value of the message, B then compares the value of
the message as hashed by B to the verified hash value. If the two match, B is assured that the
message was not altered after being sent by A. This may be important if B needs to prove the
terms of the contract to which A intended to be bound.
Heretofore, the focus has been on authenticating the sender of the message as opposed to
keeping the contents of the message from a hacker. Thus, the message itself may not be
encrypted, as the naked, unencrypted message may be a component of the EC, the encrypted and
optionally hashed message being another component of the EC. However, to prevent an

00
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eavesdropper to the transmission of the EC from determining the contents of the message, the
message could be encrypted as well.
If it is desirable to encrypt the message to prevent unwanted access to the contract and
the contents thereof, the message may be encrypted as well as the hashed message. This is
similar to the operation of the encryption method known in the art as Pretty Good Privacy
which uses an asymmetric key pair. However, there is a distinction between the way
the keys are used vis-a-vis the way they are used in traditional PGP. In traditional PGP, the

Ssender
00

of a message encrypts the message with the recipient's public key. The recipient decrypts
with their private key. Thus, the recipient (or anyone who has access to the recipient's private
key) is the only person that can decrypt and access the information contained in the message.
With respect to the invention, a sender encrypts the message with their own private key
to generate a digital signature, and then the recipient authenticates the sender by decrypting the
digital signature using the sender's public key. Thus, both parts of the asymmetric key pair are
used essentially as private keys because each party stores the other's public key that was received
from a previous swapping of keys either at the party's local PC or at a secure AA. The sender
gives the recipient the sender's public key and relies on the receiver, or the AA, keeping it
private from others. So, the sender's public key is in essence a semi-private key, because the
universe of those who know it is limited. Thus, the public key may be used by the parties to a
contract to provide reasonable security to the contents of an electronic message. If a particular
party insists upon complete assurance as to the confidentiality of the message, PGP can be used
to encode the message with the recipient's public key of another asymmetric key pair.
A.

First Embodiment

Each Party Acts as Account Authority to the Other

In addition to providing a means for authenticating the sender and the contents of the EC,
the AA function may provide information that may be pertinent to whether a party wishes to
contract with another party. Account information may be provided that allows the initiator of an
EC to determine whether the other party is capable of performing the other party's obligation
under the contract terms, and thus, whether it is desirable to enter into a contract with the other
party.
B.

Second Embodiment

Business Rules Used to Determine Whether to (Automatically)

agree
Often, the same parties will enter into contracts having the same or similar terms as that
of a previous transaction. Furthermore, the similar transactions may have been between exactly
the same parties, or between parties from a finite set or group of parties. Thus, deciding whether
to make an offer or an acceptance may be based on historical data from previous transactions
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between the same parties, historical data shared among the group of parties, or, most importantly,
based on predetermined business rules. Business rules typically establish thresholds and limits
with respect to certain parameters, such as cost, quantity, delivery or production requirements.
Traditionally, for example, a business manager may have autonomy to approve purchases up to a
certain dollar amount, but may be required to get approval from a higher-ranking manager for
purchases above the certain dollar amount. Such a scenario may be more likely to arise when the
types of goods bought and sold are consumables, such as office supplies, or other low cost items.
Accordingly, the second embodiment of the invention relates to a scenario where a given party
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may incorporate business rules into a computer algorithm to automatically accept an offer,
thereby eliminating the need to have human personnel take part in negotiating the terms of a
contract.

C.

Third Embodiment

Third Party AA "Vouches For" Other Parties' Account Information

The above embodiments of the invention relate to scenarios where contracting parties
have a preexisting relationship. However, although the account information may be exchanged
at the initial setup stage to facilitate party-to-party contracting, the third party AA model may be
preferable in certain scenarios. For example, a third party AA may be preferable when the
account information includes subjective data such as quality of product. This is due to the
statistical economies of scale that result from many data from many sources. Since a third party
AA may typically have many users that can provide objective as well as subjective information,
the statistical probability that the data is accurate and valid is increased.
In addition, more sources of information about other parties is beneficial as opposed to a
single party maintaining and updating its own data with respect to a particular party, or relying
on other parties to accurately provide information about themselves. This is because having
various sources of account information related to the same parameter provides a check on the
accuracy of said account information. Furthermore, a third party AA in the business of
maintaining account information is more likely to have effective procedures for regularly
gathering, updating, and maintaining confidentiality of account information, as opposed to
relying on a party to which the account information pertains to provide the account information.
This is especially true when the account information may reflect negatively on the party to which
it pertains. Thus, account information maintained in association with an identifier and a public
key by a third party AA may be more accurate and reliable than account information similarly
maintained by a discrete party about another discrete party.
Accordingly, a third party AA is in a position to more accurately and reliably "vouch" for
the validity of account information than a party in a party-to-party scenario where a party is
responsible for gathering and updating information from other contracting parties. Furthermore,
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as long as adequate procedures are followed by the AA for maintaining confidentiality of the

,i

data, more merchants or entities are likely to be willing to participate in the collective
relationship among other merchants or entities that results from sharing data and account
information with a single AA "clearinghouse." Moreover, many small merchants may not have
adequate resources to purchase, operate and maintain a secure account authority system.

D.
SIn
00

Fourth Embodiment Verification Status
addition to facilitating digital signature authentication of a sender of an EC and the

providing of account information associated with an identifier and public key, another
embodiment uses an verifications status indicator, to authenticate a message, with respect to the
message sender's intent to digitally sign that particular message. For instance, if the signature is
received along with a message, it is possible that the sender may have used a device containing
the PrK to encode other messages as well. If the device was obtained by someone besides the
owner of the device, but the device was still activated to send a digital signature, the device may
increment the sequentially incremented verification status indicator to show that the digital
signature has been used to send other messages as well. This process is described in detail in the
incorporated VS Applications. Thus, if the verification status indicator indicates that digital
signatures have been generated for other EC's since the device was reset, the digital signatures
alone will not provide evidence that the sender intended to be bound as strong as if the indicator
indicated that no other signatures were generated since reset of the device. However, if the
verification status indicator shows that the digital signature has not been generated for another
message, the recipient is assured of the authentication of the sender and that the sender intended
to be bound by the terms of the message.
The previous discussion has focused on the formation element of whether a contract is
enforceable or not. However, for a contract to be enforceable, there must also be an absence of
defenses to the enforceability of the contract. If a contract is not signed by the party to be bound,
certain types of agreements are not enforceable under the Statute of Frauds. However, when the
transaction relates to the sale of goods, the UCC governs and provides that the signature may be
a symbol evidencing intent to be bound.
Therefore, in addition to authenticating a sender of a message, the verification status
indicator of the message, as described in detail in the incorporated VS Applications, may also be
used to facilitate automatic approval of a contract document in accordance with predetermined
business rules. For example, if the contract is between merchants and standardized forms are
used, either of the parties can pre-authorize acceptance of either an offer or of a change in terms
received in an acceptance that modifies or adds to the original terms of the offer. If the quantity
and/or amount of goods in a received message is below a certain threshold, the receiver of the
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message can pre-authorize the receiving computer to automatically accept the offer or the
amended terms, by evaluating the verification status indicator that accompanies the message.
If, for example, the receiver uses business rules to accept offers to sell certain goods if
the quantity offered is 5 widgets and the price of each widget is below $10, the receiver (offeree)
may only require a digital signature that does not contain any secret or personal biological data
verification, as described in the incorporated VS Applications. However, if the cost of each
widget is greater then $100 and/or the quantity is greater than 10, the offeree may require that the
verification status component of the EC comprising an offer contain a PIN authorization or a
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retinal scan verification, for example, before automatically accepting the offer. This provides the
advantage that an agent of the offeror may bind the employer to terms that would not place
significant burdens on the company. Similarly, an agent for an entity that receives an offer may
pre-authorize acceptance of an offer, the terms of which are below a predetermined threshold.
However, if the quantity and or cost of the transaction is above a predetermined
threshold, then the business rules associated with the sender of the EC may require additional
assurance that the sender intended that the message be sent. This may be implemented through
the use of a verification status marker that indicates that secret or biological verification data was
used to send the EC. Moreover, the verification status embodiment facilitates determining
whether a digital signature was automatically signed, or whether there was some explicit and
overt human action involved with the signing that can establish intent. This allows routine sales
offers and purchase order agreements to transpire without involvement of upper management,
thereby letting them focus their energies on less routine tasks. In addition, the verification status
embodiment may also facilitate evaluating, in accordance with predetermined business rules, the
confidence in the secureness of the environment in which an EC is signed, with respect to the
signing entity simultaneously viewing and signing the EC.

E.

Fifth Embodiment

PuK Linked database without ABDS

This embodiment relates to providing information about a device used to digitally sign an
EC. The device is typically a device used to generate digital signatures in association with ECs
as described in the incorporated PRiMR Application. The device is manufactured with an
embedded private key of an asymmetric cryptographic key pair. The public key of the key pair is
stored along with associated device information in a secure database record stored in a secure
environment. This database record links the public key to the device information. The
information, or "security characteristics", relates to, for example, the device type, the level of
security under which the device was manufactured, what type of verification data it is capable of
receiving and the degree to which the device protects the private key from being appropriated by
someone other than the authorized owner of the device. The device information, hereinafter
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referred to as the devices "security profile" may also contain many other types of information
that are relevant to the device and its security level. Thus, a recipient of an EC from the owner of

Sthe device may request the device information from the entity that operates the secure

environment. Then, upon receipt of the information, the recipient of the EC can determine
whether to trust the authentication of the digital signature of the EC based on the information
received from the secure entity. This advantageously eliminates some concerns that a party or
parties may have regarding e-contracting. By having information related to a device used to send
a contract document, the contracting party can determine whether the device used to sign an EC
00

has a high degree of security, and thus whether the sender of the EC is actually the sender of the
message. If the security profile of a device used to digitally sign as EC is not high, or does not
exist, the recipient party may make an informed decision not to trust the authentication of the
sender of the EC, and thus, may decide not to form a contract with the sender of the EC.

F.

Sixth Embodiment

VS and PRiMR without ABDS

This embodiment of the invention combines the benefits of verification status indicator
embodiment and a security profile embodiment, as described above and in the incorporated VS
and PRiMR Applications. The combination of the verification status indicator embodiment and a
security profile embodiment allows a recipient of an EC to not only confidently authenticate the
sender of an EC, but to determine with a high level of confidence that the sender intended to be
bound by the terms of the document. Upon receiving an EC containing a contract document, the
recipient authenticates the sender of the EC by decrypting the digital signature of the EC.
However, to ensure that the device used to generate the digital signature was not used by
someone else, the recipient may use the verification status indicator embodiment and a security
profile embodiment to determine whether the sender of the EC intended to be bound by the terms
thereof.
The verification status indicator indicates whether valid verification data has been entered
and whether the device has been used more than one time to digitally sign an EC since the last
time it was reset. Furthermore, the security profile embodiment allows the recipient of the EC to
determine the level of confidence in the accuracy and legitimacy of the information contained in
the verification status indicator. By requesting and receiving the security profile of the device
used to digitally sign an EC, the recipient of the EC can gauge the risk of believing that the
proper owner of the device legitimately used the device to digitally sign the EC. Furthermore,
the physical act of entering verification data (PIN or BIO) can be interpreted as an additional
confidence factor in authenticating the sender, because the verification data is something the
legitimate sender would know or something they are. Or, the physical act of entering verification
data can be interpreted as an additional confidence factor in authenticating that the sender
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intended that the digital signature of the particular EC be performed. It will also be appreciated
that the physical act of entering verification data can be interpreted as both an additional
confidence factor in authenticating a sender and an additional confidence factor in establishing
the intentional signing of the EC.
Accordingly, if the security profile indicates that the device was manufactured in a secure
environment under strict manufacturing protocols such that an unauthorized individual or entity
cannot invade the secure environment, and therefore obtain the private key as the device is

Smanufactured, the recipient is ensured that the likelihood of the private key being appropriated by
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an unauthorized individual is remote. Furthermore, the security profile may indicate the device's
resistance to tampering as specified in the device's engineering specifications. Thus, if the
security profile indicates that the device is impervious to physical attempts to tamper with the
device to extract the private key out of the device so that it can be used for fraudulent purposes,
the recipient of the EC is further assured that the individual or entity identified in the EC is the
sender of the EC. Therefore, the recipient contracting party is provided a high level of
confidence that the sender identified in the EC intended to be bound by the terms of the contract
contained in the EC. This confidence is higher than in a scenario where, for example, the
recipient of an EC relies solely a digital signature of the EC, without having the advantages
provided by a verification status indicator, a security profile of the device used to digitally sign
the EC, or both.

G.

Seventh Embodiment

System with a Personal Device and a Secure Input Device

This embodiment uses a secure input device, the device having a private key contained
therein, to send messages using a senders' personal device, the personal device having another
private key.

This embodiment is also described in the incorporated PRiMR and TADS

Applications, which also refer to the secure input device as an 1/O support element. The secure
input device can also be capable of providing a digital signature in an EC that is sent from the
secure input device. This provides strong evidence that a sender of an EC intended to sign the
message contained therein, because a security profile of the secure input devices may indicate to
a recipient that 1) verification information was securely entered and passed to the personal
device, and that 2) terms of the message were accurately displayed. Thus, the recipient is
provided assurance that the sender's private key has not been copied and fraudulently used by a
hacker posing as the sender, or used in any other way without the legitimate sender's knowledge.
Therefore, the recipient can authenticate the EC received from the secure input device, and thus,
the sender and message contained in the EC, with a high level of confidence.
This is beneficial because it may be possible for a personal device to legitimately sign an
EC without the individual or entity that is sending the EC actually seeing, or otherwise being
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aware of, the subject matter being signed. This can occur when a PC is used to formulate a
document and a device is inserted into a card reader that is attached to the PC. If a virus, for
instance, or an individual for example, is able to cause the subject matter of the EC to be
displayed on the PC erroneously, the sender may legitimately sign the EC, and may even provide
valid verification data for the verification status indicator of the EC. However, even though the
sender may have performed an overt act in inputting verification data in connection with signing
the EC, there may be a discrepancy between what the sender thought the overt act was being
linked to and the actual subject matter of the EC message. Thus, even if a verification status
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indicator is used, the sender may have appended a digital signature to a contract document to
which the sender did not intend to sign. This could harm the sender, as the actual EC may
contain terms that agree to the transfer of $1,000,000, whereas the terms of the document that
was displayed on the PC screen may have appeared to be only S10,000. In addition, the recipient
may be harmed by accepting an EC that contains terms assenting to, for example, the shipment of
1,000 widgets for a price of $1,000, when the recipient's PC displays terms to ship 100 widgets
for $1,000.
Accordingly, using a personal device to sign and provide a verification status indicator as
a result of an overt act that indicates intent to digitally sign an EC in conjunction with a secure
input device, or I/O support element solves this problem by providing a high level of confidence
that the sender of the EC intended to sign the actual subject matter of the EC. Further confidence
is possible by having a secure input device, or I/O support element like the European Union
FINREAD standard, for example, also sign the EC, provided that a secure input device was used.

H.

Eighth Embodiment VS,PRiMR and ABDS
This embodiment combines the advantages discussed above of a verification status

indicator embodiment, a public key linked security profile embodiment and an account authority
embodiment in authenticating a sender of an EC and the message sent in the EC. Thus, a
recipient of an EC may use the verification status, which is contained in a sent EC, of a sending
device to enhance the confidence in the authentication of a sender of an EC. The verification
status indicator may also be used to enhance the confidence in the authentication of the message
contained in the EC, as well as the intent of the sender of the EC to digitally sign the particular
subject matter of the message contained in the EC. Furthermore, the security profile of the
device used to send the EC further enhances the confidence that the authentication of the sender,
the message and the sender's intent in causing the EC to be digitally signed by the sender's
device EC is believable. Moreover, these embodiments may be used in
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combination with an account authority database to provide confidence in the linking of account

Sinformation

with the person or entity that has been authenticated as intending to sign the EC.

SAccordingly,

a recipient of an EC, in which the message contained therein is a contract

document, is provided confidence in acting on the subject matter of the contract document vis-Avis the sender's account. More specifically, the recipient is
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provided confidence that the legitimate account holder, for example, intended to agree, based on
an agreement with consideration contained in the subject matter of the EC message, that the
holder intends to pay the recipient.

V.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The preferred embodiments will now be described in detail with reference to the

accompanying drawings, wherein:
FIG. 1 illustrates a basic contract scenario between an offeror and offeree where each
party acts as an account authority to the other.
FIG. 2 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process for implementing a contract
scenario where each contracting party acts as an account authority for the other.
FIG. 3 illustrates a party-to-party contracting scenario wherein a party uses business
rules to automatically assent to and perform the terms of a contract.
FIG. 4 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process for implementing a contract
scenario where business rules are used to automatically assent to and perform a contract.
FIG. 5 illustrates a contract scenario where each party to a contract uses an account
authority to associate a public key and account information with an identifier.
FIG. 6 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process for implementing a contract
scenario where each party to a contract uses an account authority to associate a public key and
account information with an identifier.
FIG. 7 illustrates a legend of preferred term definitions used generally in electronic
contracting.
FIG. 8 illustrates a contracting scenario using a device that implements a verification
status indicator.
FIG. 9 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process for using a device that implements a
verification status indicator in a contracting scenario.
FIG. 10 illustrates a contracting scenario that uses a security profile of a device.
FIG. 11 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process for using a device that has a
security profile in a contracting scenario.
FIG. 12 illustrates a contracting scenario that uses a secure input device to authenticate
an EC that has authenticated a sender and the sender's message.
FIG. 13 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process for using a secure input device to
authenticate an EC sent using a seider's private key.
FIG. 14 illustrates a contracting scenario that uses a combination of a verification status
indicator and a security profile.
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FIG. 15 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process for using a combination of a
verification status indicator and a security profile in a contracting scenario.
FIG. 16 illustrates a contracting scenario that uses a combination of a verification status,
a security profile and an account based digital signature system.
FIG. 17 illustrates a flow diagram depicting a process for using a combination of a
verification status indicator, a security profile and an account based digital signature system in a
contracting scenario.

VI.
1o

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
As a preliminary matter, it will readily be understood by those persons skilled in the art

that the present invention is susceptible of broad utility and application in view of the following
detailed description of the preferred methods of the present invention. Many methods,
embodiments, and adaptations of the present invention other than those herein described, as well
as many variations, modifications, and equivalent arrangements, will be apparent from or
reasonably suggested by the present invention and the following detailed description thereof,
without departing from the substance or scope of the present invention. Accordingly, while the
present invention is described herein in detail in relation to preferred methods and systems, it is
to be understood that this disclosure is illustrative and exemplary and is made merely for
purposes of providing a full and enabling disclosure of the preferred embodiments of the
invention. The disclosure herein is not intended nor is to be construed to limit the present
invention or otherwise to exclude any such other embodiments, adaptations, variations,
modifications and equivalent arrangements, the present invention being limited only by the
claims appended hereto and the equivalents thereof. Accordingly, while much of the present
invention is described in detail herein with respect to computers, networks, devices, computer
chips, and tokens, no specific software or logic circuit is intended nor is required to be used in
the practicing of the present invention. Indeed, it would be a matter of routine skill to select
appropriate computers, networks, devices, computer chips, and tokens in implementing the
invention in a particular business application.
Party-To-Party Contract Scenario Where Each Party Acts As Account Authority For The Other
Turning now to the figures, FIG. 1 illustrates a typical system 140 for facilitating a
scenario involving two parties to a contract, wherein a network, preferably the Internet 108, may
be used to transmit and receive messages between the contracting parties.

For illustration

purposes, party A 102a will be referred to as the offeror and party B 102b will be referred to as
the offeree. Upon agreeing to contract, either for a specific transaction, or to facilitate ongoing
future transactions, the parties exchange public keys.

The public keys are each part of a
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public/private key asymmetric key pair. Accordingly, the offeror 102a provides his public key
287a to the offeree 102b, and the offeree provides his public key 287b to the offeror. The
encircled 1 on the figure represents the step of exchanging keys.
The public keys of the offeror 102a and the offeree 102b are stored in database 114b and
database 114a, respectively. These databases are indexed by an identifier, so that when either
party receives a communication from the other, any data associated with the identifier are readily
accessible. The identifier will typically be an account number that was created for the
corresponding party at step 1. For example, when party A 102a establishes an account with party
B 102b, party B assigns an account number to party A.
In addition, account information particular to the party maintaining the database may be
stored in each database. The account information will primarily include financial information,
such as cash account balance, line of credit, etc. But, the account information may also include
various data related to the associated party such as types of materials, goods and services in
which the entity normally trades, quantities available, cost of goods and/or services, and other
indicators of ability to perform a potential contract. Thus, party A 102a would maintain and
associate in database 114a an identifier of party B 102b and party B's public key. Database 114a
may also contain the account information related to and associated with party A 102a. This
account information can be stored as a record in database 114a in association with an identifier of
party A 102a and A's public key.

Obviously, party A 102a does not need to access this

information from database 114a to gain knowledge about itself, but this arrangement provides a
convenient way for the account information to be stored and provided to and/or accessed by
another party if necessary.

Database 114b, maintained by party B 102b, has a similar

arrangement structure as the structure of database 114a.
After the public keys and identifiers have been exchanged and set up at step 1, the
offeror 102a drafts an offer 100 to be made to the offeree 102b on the offeror's personal
computer

computer 428a. It will be appreciated that although the PC 428a is the type of

device used in the preferred embodiment to send the offer 100 to the offeree 102b, other devices,
such as a PDA or similar device, may also be used to draft and send the offer.
The offeror party A 102a may wish to send a communication to all parties with which he
has a pre-existing relationship to determine whether any are able to fulfill his requirements. This
communication may be a request 227 sent in the form of an electronic message at step la. In
response to this request, which includes an identifier that identifies party A 102a, the recipient,
party B 102b in this example, receives the request with computer 428b and performs the AA
function of retrieving the requested account information at step lb based on the identifier from
database 114b. Since the parties have a pre-existing relationship, party A 102a knows what type
of information party B 102b has available. The request message may also be digitally signed
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using party A's 102a private key and since the parties have a pre-existing relationship, party B
102b may also digitally sign the response 229 to the request sent at step Ic. It will be appreciated
that, although party B 102b is sending information at step Ic pertaining to its ability to satisfy
party A's 102a potential offer, this information does not necessarily constitute an offer from
party B to party A. This information is merely being sent to party A 102a to facilitate his
deciding whether to make an offer to party B 102b.
When the offeror 102a is ready to send the offer to the offeree 102b, the offeror uses
device 450a that contains the offeror's private key, which is associated with the public key 287a,
to electronically sign the offer to be sent at step 3.

Device 450a may be one of a variety of

devices as shown in FIG. 4 of the incorporated ABDS Applications that illustrates a variety of
devices that may be used to securely store a private key. When the offeror 102a sends the offer
100 to the offeree 102b, the device 450a has digitally signed the offer message with the offeror's
device 450a at step 2 and appended it to an electronic message, which may include the subject
matter of the offer 100 and an identifier. This combined message and digital signature form an
EC 247a that is sent by the offeror's computer via a network 108, preferably the Internet, to the
offeree 102b at step 3. If confidentiality of the subject matter of EC 247a is important, the entire
EC may be encrypted with offeree's 102b PuK 287b to prevent an eavesdropper from discerning
the contents of the offer message.
When the offeree 102b receives the EC 247a from the offeror 102a, the offeree's
computer 428b performs a table lookup function in database 114b at step 4 based on the
identifier that is part of the received message in the EC to retrieve the offeror's public key 287a.
This allows the offeree 102b to verify the digital signature.

If the verification process is

successful, the offeree 102b has authenticated the sender of the message in the EC 247a
Once the offeree 102b is assured that the sender of the message was indeed the offeror
102a, the offeree then performs the traditional task of analyzing the offer and deciding whether to
accept it or not. This analysis is based on account information about the offeror 102a that is
retrieved from database 114b that corresponds to the identifier and associated public key 287a.
If the offer is accepted, a contract is formed under general contract law principles.
Similar to steps la, lb and Ic discussed above, the offeree 102b may request certain account
information from the offeror 102a at step 4a. In response to request 237, offeror 102a performs
the AA function to retrieve the requested account information from database 114a at step 4b and
then provides a response 239 containing the requested account information to the offeree at step
4c. The information requested will likely include the offeror's 102a ability to perform their end
of the bargain if the offeree 102b fulfills their obligations. This information would typically
include the offeror's 102a ability to pay if the offer was an offer to buy goods or the offeror's
ability to produce certain goods if the offer was a sales contract. The information requested may
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also include whether the offeror 102a has the ability to accept any modification to the terms of
the original offer sent in EC 247a at step 3.
If the offeree 102b decides to accept the offer, he communicates his intent to do so to the
offeror 102a. Generally, a contract is formed when the acceptance 110 is received by the offeror
102a. When the offeree 102b decides to accept the offer 100, he uses his device 450b at step 5 to
generate a digital signature from his private key that corresponds to the public key he provided to
the offeror at step 1. Then, like the offeror 102a at step 3, the offeree 102b sends an EC 247b
containing a message and a digital signature to the offeror at step 6, wherein the message
includes the acceptance 110 and an identifier.
o1

In addition, the message may contain a

confirmation of a written contract offer, for example, which may be encrypted by the offeror
102a. In such a scenario, the message would typically refer to the particular offer being accepted
in order to link the acceptance to the offer being accepted.
When the offeror 102a receives the EC 287b, his computer 428a performs a table lookup
function in database 114a at step 7 based on the identifier that is part of the received message in
the EC to retrieve the offeree's public key 287b. If the message was encrypted for confidentiality
purposes, then it would require decryption by the offeree 102b. When the offeror 102a has
retrieved the offeree's 102b public key from database 114a, the offeree's public key can be used
to verify the digital signature found in EC 247b. If the verification, is successful, the offeror
102a has authenticated the sender of the message as being the offeree 102b. Thus, a contract is
formed between offeror 102a and offeree 102b.
Preferably, at step 8, the offeror 102a may perform a hash function on the message MB
received in EC 247b from offeree 102b to generate a hash value Hash(MB) and the same hash
function on the original offer sent to the offeree at step 3 to produce a hash value Hash(MA). The
hash values are compared, and if they are identical, the offeror 102a has reasonable assurance
that the offeree 102b accepted the identical terms as offered. Of course, this comparison could
be performed by more traditional means, such as rendering the acceptance 110 on the monitor of
computer 428a or printing the acceptance with a computer attached to the computer, and then
performing a visual comparison. However, comparing hash values at step 8 provides a fast and
accurate comparison of the terms in the offer 100 and the acceptance 110. Hash routines may
also be performed to determine that a message was not tampered with during transmission from
the other party.
Process for Party-to-Party Scenario Where Each Party Acts as an Account Authority to the Other
Turning now to FIG. 2, the figure illustrates a flow diagram of the preferred method for
carrying out a party-to-party contract scenario where each party acts as an AA to the other. The
method process begins when two parties establish a relationship at step 2100. Establishing a
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relationship 2100 may involve discussions between the parties that they may want to contract
with one another. Moreover, the step of establishing a relationship 2100 involves exchanging
information with each other. The exchanged information includes an identifier, a public key and
account information that is associated with the identifier and the public key. The identifier may
be any means for electronically identifying another party in a database, such as a company name
or an account number. The public key is part of an asymmetrical cryptography key pair such that
a party that possess the public key can verify a digital signature that was signed with the
complementary private key of the key pair. Furthermore, the account information, which is
associated with the identifier and the public key in a database, includes a variety of information
that another party may wish to know about a party before deciding to enter into a contract with
that party.
At step 2200, the subject matter of a communication to be sent to another party is
formulated. This subject matter may include an offer or an acceptance of a contract.
After the subject matter of a communication has been formulated, at step 2200, an EC to
be sent to another party is generated at step 2300. The EC comprises an identifier that identifies
the sender of the EC, the subject matter to be sent in the EC, and a digital signature identifying
the sender of the EC. After the EC has been generated at step 2300, the EC is transmitted by the
sender to a recipient at step 2400. The EC may be transmitted by various electronic means,
including a local area network, the Internet, or by a wireless network, among other means for
communication.
Once the recipient receives the EC at step 2500, the sender is authenticated at step 2600.
This authentication at step 2600 includes using the identifier contained in the EC to retrieve a
public key from a database for use in verifying the digital signature. Once the digital signature is
successfully verified, the recipient has authenticated the sender of the EC, and thus, has
confidence that the sender is who the sender says it is. The verification step 2600 also includes
retrieving a hash algorithm and performing a hash of the subject matter to compare the resulting
hash value to a hash value sent as part of the digital signature, if a hash value was sent as part of
the digital signature. If the hash values match, the recipient is assured that the subject matter of
the EC was the subject matter that the party associated with the identifier of the EC transmitted.
After the sender and the subject matter have been authenticated at step 2600, the
identifier is used to retrieve account information associated with the identifier at step 2700. This
information is typically sensitive information regarding the sender of the EC that the sender
would not want divulged to the general public. However, this information may be information
that the recipient, with whom the sender wishes to contract, requires before entering into a
contract with the sender. This account information is analyzed by the recipient at step 2800 to
determine how to act upon the subject matter of the EC. For instance, if an EC contains an offer
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to buy a quantity of goods at a certain price, the recipient may want to determine whether the
sender has the ability to pay for the goods before agreeing to sell the goods to the sender.
Otherwise, if the recipient promises to sell the goods to the sender, ships the goods to the sender
and the sender of the EC does not pay for the goods as promised due to cash flow problems, the
recipient of the EC has lost the value of the shipped goods. Moreover, the recipient of the EC
may have missed an opportunity to sell the goods to another party that may have been able to pay
for them. Thus, analysis of the account information at step 2800 provides intelligence to the
recipient of the EC. This intelligence can be used to reduce the risk of accepting the offer
contained in the subject matter of the EC by allowing the recipient of the EC to make an
educated determination of the likelihood that the sender of the EC will pay for the goods upon
delivery.
After the analysis of the account information associated with the identifier is performed
at step 2800, the intelligence gained as a result of the analysis performed at step 2800 is applied
at step 2900 to determine whether to accept or reject the offer. After the decision on whether to
accept of reject the offer is made at step 2900, the recipient of the EC acts by accepting or
rejecting the offer at step 2950.

Then, any previously stored account information that

corresponds to the identifier and public key used to authenticate the sender and message at step
2600 is updated at step 2960. This updating at step 2960 may include reducing the quantity of
goods that a seller has indicated were available to a buyer, or reducing the credit line the seller
has previously made available to the buyer.
If the subject matter contained in the EC was an offer, the recipient may wish to accept
the offer. An acceptance may be made in a variety of ways, including sending a second EC from
the offeree, or seller of the goods, to the offeror, or sender of the original EC. Thus, the recipient
of the first EC may decide to formulate another EC to send to the offeror at step 2970. The EC
sent from the offeree to the offeror would be formulated, generated and transmitted by following
the process shown at steps 2200-2400. If the acceptance is sent as another EC, the offeror, now
the recipient of the acceptance EC, would follow steps 2500 and 2600 to confirm that the offeree
sent the acceptance and to confirm that the terms of the offer were not amended vis-a-vis the
original offer terms by performing a hash routine on the subject matter of the transmitted EC as
described above. Alternate to sending an acceptance in the form of an EC at step 2950, the
offeree may merely ship the goods to constitute acceptance. If the determination at step 2950 is
to reject the offer, the offeree may send an EC to the offeror, wherein the subject matter of the
EC is a text message stating "I decline" or some similar text that conveys a rejection.
For purposes of example, a vendor in the business of manufacturing and selling widgets
is considered. If the vendor receives an offer to buy 10,000 widgets from a merchant at step
2500, the vendor may wish to determine the likelihood of getting paid before accepting the offer
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and agreeing to ship the widgets to the merchant. Thus, the account information retrieved at step
2700 may contain information about the merchant vis-a-vis the vendor such as credit line
amount, accounts receivable, accounts payable and payment history. Optionally, the merchant
may also choose to reveal typically sensitive and private information about the merchant,
irrespective of the vendor, such as available cash, accounts receivable, accounts payable and
payment history, including the timeliness of payment to other vendors and whether the other
vendors had to engage a collection agent to prod the merchant to pay. The merchant may choose
to provide such information to the vendor at the vendors request if the vendor, for instance,
requires such information before agreeing to negotiate with the merchant.
1o

Accordingly, a

meaningful analysis can be performed to determine the likelihood that the merchant will pay the
vendor for the widgets at step 2800. The process for making such a determination is known to
those skilled in the art, as such determinations are routinely made by persons engaged in
business, regardless of the nature of the business.
After the vendor analyzes the account information of the merchant at step 2800, the
vendor may decide whether to accept the offer received from the merchant at step 2900. If the
vendor wishes to accept the offer, the vendor sends an EC back to the merchant at step 2950,
wherein the EC contains an identifier of the vendor, a digital signature formed as discussed
above, and the subject matter contained in the offer. Alternatively, the EC sent back to the
offeror could contain a simple text message saying "I accept" rather than the text of the original
subject matter of the offer. However, to prevent fraudulent replay attacks, each "I accept" should
preferably reference a specific offer, for example, by using a SHA-1 hash of the original offer.
Upon sending of the EC containing an acceptance, the vendor updates the account
information regarding the merchant at step 2960. In the example, the vendor would reduce the
quantity of widgets available to sell the merchant by 10,000. The accounts receivables would be
increased by the cost of the 10,000 widgets shipped, the line of credit extended from the vendor
to the merchant would be reduced by the cost amount and the accounts payable of the merchant
to the vendor would be increased by the same amount.
The EC sent from the vendor to the merchant would constitute an acceptance of the offer
and the merchant would begin the process of receiving the acceptance. Upon receipt of the
acceptance EC at step 2500, the merchant would authenticate the sender of the acceptance EC at
step 2600, including optionally performing a hash of the subject matter contained in the
acceptance EC to determine whether any terms of the offer were amended by the acceptance.
Alternatively, if a simple message like "I accept" was sent as the subject matter of the
acceptance, the acceptance EC may also include the original hash value that was part of the offer
EC to confirm the terms that are being accepted as described above.
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Upon receipt of the acceptance at step 2500, the merchant uses the identifier to retrieve
the vendor's public key to decrypt the digital signature and the vendor's preferred hash routine, if
required, to confirm whether the terms were amended by the acceptance at step 2600. Then, the
merchant may use the identifier to retrieve any available associated account information to
analyze the vendor's ability to perform at step 2700. This information may include, for example,
the quantity ofwidgets in stock, the monthly production capacity, delivery history with respect to
timeliness and quantity delivered, and any quality ratings, which may have been made on a
standardized scale by other merchants that have bought the vendor's goods.
Finally, a decision is made at step 2970 whether to send another EC, an EC confirming
receipt of acceptance 110, as shown in reference to FIG. 1, or another offer from the offeror
102a, which would then cause the relevant steps of the above described process to be repeated.
Purchase Order Business Rules Scenario
Turning now to FIG. 3, the figure illustrates, by way of example, a system 142 for
facilitating a contracting scenario where business rules are used to automatically accept or reject
an order for goods, as may be typical in a merchant-to-merchant scenario. System 142 may use a
network, preferably the Intermet 108, to transmit and receive messages between the contracting
parties. For example, a purchasing agent 202a for a business 202 takes inventory and determines
that the business' 202 supply of pens and paper is low. In addition, the business just hired ten
new employees who need desks and computers. Thus, the purchasing agent 202a determines to
purchase the items from an office supply company 203, with whom the business 202 has an
existing account that is created at encircled step 1.
At step 1, identifiers and public keys of the agent 202a, the agent's manager 202b and
the supply company 203 are exchanged. The identifier may identify the person or the entity by
name, or, the identifier may preferably be an account number associated with the given party. In
addition, account information is associated with each of the identifiers and public keys. In the
example scenario, the account information typically includes the type of goods either the agent
202a or the manager 202b is authorized by the business 202 to purchase. In addition, the account
information also includes the amount of goods in dollars that the agent or the manager is
authorized to purchase. Also, the account information may include the credit line the business
202 has with the supply company 203. Moreover, this credit line amount may be applied in
conjunction with the authorized amounts that either agent 202a or manager 202b can spend such
that if the total credit line is less that the authorized amount, neither agent nor manager can
purchase more than the available total credit line to the business 202.
Upon the initial setup and exchange of information between the parties, the agent 202a
creates a purchase order

200 to purchase the needed goods. The PO 200 is converted to
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an EC 347a, which includes an identifier, the PO subject matter and a digital signature of the PO,
which is generated using the agent's private key from device 45 la at step 2. The EC 347a is
transmitted at step 3. When the supply company 203 receives the EC 347a, it uses the identifier
to retrieve the public key 387a of the business's 202 purchasing agent 202a at step 4. The public
key 387a is used to authenticate the sender purchasing agent 202a. Next, the identifier is used to
retrieve any account information that the office supply 203 company may have that corresponds
to the company's purchasing agent 202a.
For purposes of the example scenario, the purchasing agent 202a has only been
authorized to buy low cost items costing less than $250, namely, consumables, such as paper,
pens, paper clips, staples and the like that routinely need replenishing. Furthermore, due to
previous purchases, the credit line is only $237 to anyone associated with the business 202.
Moreover, the business 202 has not authorized the purchasing agent 202a to purchase relatively
expensive items such as office furniture and computer equipment. These parameters are referred
to as "business rules" in this example, as shown in detail in the exploded view of database 214b
in the figure.
Thus, the supply company 203 computer 528b uses an algorithm 205 to analyze the
account information in accordance with the business rules contained in the account information
data that are associated with the purchasing agent's 202a identifier and public key. The analysis
of the business rules associated with the purchasing agent's identifier result in a determination
that precludes shipment of the desks and computers. Accordingly, assuming that the cost of pens
and paper are less than $237, the office supply company 203 agrees to ship, and does ship, the
paper and pens to the business 202 in accordance with the PO 200 at step 5, but does not agree to
ship the desks and computers. This partial performance constitutes an acceptance of the PO 200
and may be accompanied by an invoice in the form of another EC 347b that is sent from the
supply company 203 to the business 202 at step 6.
Then, the business 202 authenticates the sender by using the identifier in the EC 347b to
retrieve the public key of the supply company 203 that was received at step 1 to decrypt the
digital signature of the EC. The identifier is then used to retrieve a deposit account number of
the supply company 203 from the account information stored in association with the supply
company's identifier in database 214a at step 7. This deposit account number may then be used
to make payment for the invoice contained in the EC 347b that was received at step 6.
It is noted that the business rules in the example would have allowed that manager 202b
to order the desks and computers if their total cost was less than $10,000. However, since the
line of credit to anyone affiliated with business 202 was only $237, analysis of the business rules
in light of the credit line would not have allowed fulfillment of the order for office furniture.
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Process for Purchase Order Business Rules Scenario
Turning now to FIG. 4, the figure illustrates the steps of a process for implementing
business rules to automatically accept an offer received in an EC. The process begins at step
4050 by determining whether a relationship has been established with the intended recipient of
the offer. An employee of an offeror may make this determination by accessing a database
indexed by entities or merchants. If a relationship has not been established, the relationship is
established at step 4100. This establishment involves exchanging identifiers, such as account
numbers, public keys to be associated with the identifier and account information that will be
used to facilitate future contracting.
After a relationship has been established, a purchasing agent determines items to be
ordered and generates a PO therefrom at step 4200. The PO is converted to an EC at step 4300,
the EC including the PO, the agents identifier and digital signature of the PO. The EC is
transmitted to the recipient at step 4400 and received by the recipient at step 4500.
Upon receipt of the PO EC, a computer operated by the recipient automatically extracts
the identifier from the EC and retrieves an associated public key from a database to verify the
digital signature at step 4600. Upon successful authentication of the sender, the recipient's
computer retrieves account information associated with the identifier at step 4700 and uses
business rules contained in the account information to analyze the terms of the PO at step 4800.
Based upon the analysis of the business rules, the recipient's computer automatically
detemines that the EC was a PO at step 4820 and determines at step 4850 whether to ship the
goods to a shipping address associated with the identifier contained in the PO EC.

If the

computer automatically determines that goods are to be shipped, the goods are shipped
automatically at step 4900.

Depending on the nature of the goods, the computer may direct

automatic warehouse equipment to identify the goods, place the goods in an appropriate shipping
container, prepare a shipping label and stage the packaged goods for pickup by a traditional
delivery service at step 4900.

Alternatively, if the goods are software or other electronic

information, the goods may be shipped to an e-mail address that is associated with the identifier
contained in the PO EC. When the goods have been shipped, the computer updates the account
information associated with the identifier at step 4950. This updating step includes reducing the
buyer's line of credit by an amount equal to the cost of the goods that were shipped at step 4900.
Then, the computer may generate and send an invoice electronically in an EC to the same e-mail
address as specified in the account information associated with the identifier contained in the PO
EC. In addition, the invoice may contain a statement of account based on the revised line of
credit as adjusted at step 4950.
Scenario Using a Third Party AA
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Turning now to FIG. 5, the figure illustrates an embodiment of a system 144 for
facilitating a contracting scenario where a third party is used to maintain the public keys of the
parties and associate said keys with other information, the other information including an
identifier and account information, wherein a network, preferably the Internet 108, may be used
to transmit and receive messages between the contracting parties. The process begins with the
contracting parties providing their public keys from respective asymmetric key pairs at step 1 as
in the party-to-party scenario shown in FIG. 1. However, the parties do not provide their public
key and account information directly to each other before a negotiation process begins.
Rather, the offeror 102a provides his public key 287a to a third-party AA 150. The AA
150 can then provide the offeror's 102a public key 287a to another party when the offeror directs
or permits the account authority to do so. Similarly, the offeree 102b provides his public key
287b to the account authority 150 at this step. Thus, when the offeror 102a is ready to make and
send an offer 100, direct contact with the offeree 102b may not be required.
In addition, each party will generally provide the AA 150 with account information 289
relative to their business, such as type of goods, materials or services in which they normally
trade, and other information that may be relevant to a potential contracting party such as quantity
and price of items in stock, credit payment history and cash balances, etc. Thus, the information
that is maintained by the AA 150 in database 114 comprises an identifier 285 generated by the
AA when an entity registers with the AA at step 1 that identifies each party, either natural person
or entity, registered with the AA.

The database 114 also includes a public key 287 and the

various account information data 289 associated with each of the identifiers 285.
The offeror 102a need only determine to which entity he wishes to make an offer 100
and send the offeree 102b the offer 100. The offer 100 is sent as an EC 247a from the offeror's
PC 428a, which is part of the Internet 108. The EC 247a includes the offer 100 in the form of a
message, an account identifier and a digital signature, which is generated by device 450a at step
2. Device 450a is a device as disclosed in the incorporated VS Applications and shown in FIG. 4
therein. The EC 247a is sent to the offeree at step 3.
When the offeree 102b receives the offer 100, instead of using the identifier to look up
the offeror's 102a public key 287a as shown in FIG. 1, the offeree sends a request to the account
authority 150 at step 4. The request is an EC that contains as a message the identifier found in
EC 247a that was received from the offeror 102a at step 3.

The account authority 150 then

performs a table look up function in database 114 at step 5 based on the identifier received at step
4 and retrieves the public key 287a that corresponds to the identifier 285. The account authority
150 then provides the retrieved public key 287a and associated account information to the offeree
102b.
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Upon receipt of the offeror's 102a public key 287a and account information 289, the
offeree 102b may then perform the traditional process of analyzing the offer 100 and deciding
whether to accept it. If the offeree 102b chooses to accept the offer 100, the acceptance 110 is
sent to the offeror 102a. The acceptance 110 is sent as an EC 247b from the offeree's PC 428b,
which is connected to the Internet 108. The EC 247b includes the acceptance 110 in the form of
a message and a digital signature, the digital signature signed by device 450b at step 6. Device
450b is a device as disclosed in the incorporated VS Applications and shown in FIG. 4 therein.
The EC 247b is sent to the offeror 102a at step 7.
When the offeror 102a receives the acceptance 110, instead of using the identifier to look
io

up the offeree's 102b public key as shown in FIG. 1, the offeror sends a request to the account
authority 150 at step 8. The request is an EC that contains the identifier found in EC 247b
received from the offeree 102b at step 7. The account authority 150 then performs a table look
up function in database 11i4 at step 9 based on the identifier received at step 8 and retrieves the
associated public key 287b and account information. The account authority 150 then provides
the retrieved public key 287b to the offeror 102a for authenticating the offeree 102b.
Continuing to refer to FIG. 5, but similar to the discussion of FIG. 1 above, the offeror
102a may wish to confirm that the terms of the original offer 100 were not modified by the
acceptance 110 received from the offeree 102b at step 7. Thus, the offeror 102a may optionally
at step 8 perform a hash function on the message MB received in EC 247b from offeree 102b to
generate a hash value Hash(MB) and perform the same hash function on the original message sent
to the offeree at step 3 to produce a hash value Hash(MA). If the hash values match, the offeror
102a is reasonably assured that the terms were not changed.
As with the embodiment described in connection with FIG. 1, either the offeror 102a or
the offeree 102b may request account information associated with the other party or parties. This
information is used to aid in the various aspects of the contracting process. For example, when
the offeror 102a first contemplates making an offer, they may send a request query to the AA 150
to find all other parties that are registered with the AA that may be a likely offeree 102b, i.e.
deals in the goods or services that offeror contemplates being the subject matter of the contract.
This is a helpful feature because a preexisting relationship directly between the parties is not
required. All that is required is that the parties have registered with the AA 150. Because the
account information 289 is stored in the database 114, a standard search, such as a keyword
search, known to those skilled in the art, will result in a list of likely offerees 102b.
However, the account information in database 114 provides more than just information
related to the general nature of the enterprise to which it pertains. The account information 289
also comprises financial data and other sensitive strategic data that a given enterprise would not
typically want to be public knowledge. Thus, the account information will only be provided to a
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requestor that is registered with the AA 150 and sends a request with a digital signature.
Furthermore, a given entity may place restrictions on the level of security required before its
sensitive information is divulged. This function may be accomplished through the use of a
verification status indicator and an algorithm that implements business rules predetermined by
the party to which the sensitive information pertains.
For instance, if an entity deals in low cost goods and/or services that are sold to a wide
variety of consumers, that entity may not require more than authentication of the consumer,
customer or entity. But, if the entity deals in costly items or items that require a long lead-time,
the entity may require a higher level of authentication confidence. And, if the entity deals in a
highly competitive market or a market where knowledge of the entities financial or production
ability by a competitor would allow the competitor to cause severe damage to the entity, the
entity may require the highest level of security for the information, before the information is
released in contemplation contract negotiations.
nondisclosure agreement

This could be implemented as a form of a

such that the receiver of the account information agrees that

the information is confidential and only provided for purposes of facilitating contract
negotiations and transactions.

By requiring the highest level of confidence as to the

authentication of the requestor, the AA 150 generates a record that the requestor agreed to a
NDA that can then be used as evidence that the requestor breached the NDA if the information
somehow becomes known to someone other than the requestor. Thus, the party is assured that
the information will be used by another that is serious about negotiating a contract, while at the
same time providing the relevant information to more potential customers, thereby increasing the
party's amount of business.
The third party AA model may associate a warning with account information it provides
to a requesting party that the account information may not be valid. For instance, if a first party
claims to have $50,000 in payables, other parties that have sold goods or services to the first
party may have accounts receivable from the first party totaling more than $50,000. Thus, a "no
vouch" warning that the payables information may not be accurate may be included in the
account information associated with a particular identifier and its corresponding public key.
Still referring to FIG. 5, in another illustrative example, a merchant may wish to order a
specific quantity of a certain type of lever used to make widgets, needs them by a time certain
and is only willing to pay a certain amount. The potential buyer can send a request to a third
party AA for identification of all vendors registered with the AA that are fully capable of filling
the order, or alternatively that are capable of partially satisfying the potential purchaser's
requirements.

If one or more vendors registered with the AA satisfy some or all of the

purchaser's requirements, the AA returns the identifiers of the vendors to the requesting party
along with public keys and account information associated with each identifier. The
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buyer/requestor then analyzes the account information to determine whether to make an offer to
buy the materials from the vendors. If the account information indicates that all the requirements
of the purchaser can be met by a single vendor, the purchaser may make an offer to just one
vendor.

If one vendor can meet some of the requirements, and others can meet other

requirements, the purchaser may wish to make multiple offers, each one directed to a certain
fulfillment requirement.

Additionally, the purchaser may wish to make conditional offers

contingent upon successful acceptances of other offers made to the other vendors.
Thus, the third party AA in essence "vouches" for the ability of a party to fulfill certain
requirements required by a requesting party, at least to the extent that the account information
to

was accurately provided to the AA. Accordingly, the requesting party diminishes the risk of the
scenario where an offer is made to a party that is unable or unwilling to fulfill an order but no
offer is made to a party able to fulfill until that party is no longer so able.
In an alternate embodiment of system 144, the offeror 102a may send the offer EC 247a
to the offeree 102b via the third party AA 150 at step 3a. This may be the only EC sent, or it
may be a copy of the EC sent directly to the offeree 102b. If it is the only offer EC sent, the third
party AA 150 may forward the EC along with the associated account information 289 and public
key 287 associated with the offeror 102a to offeree 102b. One advantage this provides is that the
AA 150 can append a time-date stamp 105 on the offer EC 247a before forwarding the offer EC
to the offeree 102b. Or, if the system 144 is configured such that a copy is sent to the AA 150 at
the same time the offer EC 247a is sent to offeree 102b, the AA 150 may append a time-date
stamp to the copy and then forward a copy of the time-date-stamped-appended offer EC to
offeree 102b. The same process of sending an acceptance EC to the AA 150 may be followed at
step 7a. Thus, regardless of the system configuration, the AA places a time-date stamp on offer
and acceptance documents and provides the benefit of documenting the time when documents are
sent. This may be useful in a variety of scenarios, such as, for example, online auctioning
services where the timing of bids may be crucial. Securely appending a time-date stamp may
also be useful for establishing the sequence or order of the original events with respect to each
other, as well as with respect to activity that may be occurring elsewhere.

Process for Scenario Using a Third Party AA
Turning now to FIG. 6, the figure illustrates the steps of a process for using a third party
AA for facilitating a contract scenario. When the process begins, the first step is to determine
whether a relationship exists between the contracting parties at step 6050. If a relationship does
not exist, the parties for a relationship at step 6075.

This formation of a relationship is

accomplished by providing information relevant to forming a contract between parties. It will be
appreciated that the parties need not have communicated between themselves that they wish to
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form a relationship. By registering with the AA and providing relevant account information
thereto constitutes the formation of a contract because the type of information provided by one
party will enable another party to make an offer to the first party without any prior
communication between the two parties.
After the relationship has been formed by providing information the AA, the next step is
to determine whether an offer is to be made at step 6100. If not, the next step is to determine
whether an acceptance to a previously sent EC is to be made at step 6115. If the action to take is
determined at step 6100 to be an offer, the next step is to determine whether to search for a
potential offeree at step 6125. This may include searching for a merchant or merchants that are
involved in the type of business for which the offeror wishes to contract. Thus, the information
about a parties business and products is helpful to narrowing the number of potential offerees
from all the parties that are registered with the AA. If the offeror wishes to make an offer to a
particular party, the process advances to step 6350, where the offeror determines to make an offer
to an already-known party. If the offeror wants to search all potential parties registered with the
AA, the offeror enters a search of all parties that may satisfy the offeror's needs at step 6150.
This search request is sent to the AA in the form of an EC, upon receipt of which the AA
authenticates the sender using an identifier and digital signature at step 6175 as previously
discussed. The AA performs the search and sends the results to the requesting offeror at step
6200. Upon receipt of the results at step 6225, the offeror authenticates the sender of the search
results EC and then verifies the digital signature at step 6250.
Because the information sent as part of the search results will typically be sensitive
information such as bank balances of the entities returned in the search results, the AA may
require at step 6275 that the recipient/offeror of the results digitally sign an electronic
nondisclosure agreement

If an NDA is not required, the process advances to step

6350. If an NDA is required at step 6275, the offeror must agree to the terms of the NDA at step
6300 by sending an EC with a digital signature to the AA confirming as much at step 6300.
Upon receipt of the NDA confirmation, the AA releases the sensitive information that
accompanies the search results at step 6325.
The offeror then analyzes the search results to determine which parties, if any, to make
offers to at step 6350. Once the offeree party or parties is determined, the offeror generates an
EC at step 6375. The EC contains the subject matter

terms) of the offer, and includes a

digital signature and an identifier. The EC is transmitted to the party or parties at step 6400 and
is received by the recipient at step 6425.

After receipt of the offer EC at step 6425, the

recipient/offeree sends an EC to the AA requesting the public key of the offeror and account
information associated therewith at step 6450. Next, the AA authenticates the sender/offeree at
step 6475. If the system 144, illustrated in FIG. 5, is configured to send the EC to the offeree
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party via the AA, the process follows the path indicated by the dashed lines, and the AA retrieves
the PuK based on the identifier of the EC at step 6435. Thus, the recipient/offeree does not have
to request the sender's PuK and account information at step 6450 because this information
arrives with the EC if system 144 is configured accordingly.
After the AA authenticates the sender/offeree at step 6475, the AA sends the offeror's
public key and account information associated with the offeror identifier at step 6500. However,
if system 144, as illustrated in reference to FIG. 5, is configured to send the EC from the offeror
to the offeree via the AA, the AA sends the offeror's public key, account information and
account identifier with the forwarded EC the offeree at step 6515.

Thus, if system 144 is

accordingly configured, a separate transmission of the offeror's public key, account information
and account identifier is not required. Therefore, step 6500 is bypassed if system 144 is so
configured.
Next, the offeree receives the public key and account of information associated with the
offeror, and authenticates the sender of the offer at step 6525. Not only should the offeree know
who the sender is in order to know who to contact to accept the offer, the sender and contents of
the offer are also retained by the offeree in case proof is later-needed to show that the offeror did
indeed make the offer. Upon successful authentication of the offeror, the offeree analyzes the
terms of the offer and account information associated therewith at step 6550 to determine
whether to accept the offer.

Since the account information and the public key used to

authenticate the offeror was sent to the offeree by the AA, the AA in essence "vouches" for the
accuracy of the account information and the public key of the offeror. Thus, since the offeree has
a record of the account information sent from the AA regarding the offeror, the AA may accept
liability for the accuracy of the information, thereby increasing the likelihood that an entity will
be willing to register with the AA and use its services.
Once the offeree has analyzed the offer and the account information regarding the
offeror, the offeree decides how to act on the offer at step 6575 based on traditional business
principles known to those skilled in the art, and then acts thereon at step 6600. After the action
has been taken on the offer, the account information regarding the transaction is updated at step
6625. The information is updated if the offeree accepts the offer, or if the offeree rejects the
offer. The information may be saved and stored by the offeree, but will also preferably be sent to
the AA for updating of the records of both the offeror and the offeree. Sending updated account
information to the AA would involve the typical steps associated with sending information in an
EC as previously discussed herein. The information would include items such as a debit to the
offeree's deposit account if the offer was to sell goods, or would include an entry to accounts
receivable and a reduction in quantity of goods available from the offeree if the offer was to buy
goods.

Even if the offeree rejects the offer would be relevant information because a future
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offeror or offeree may be able to use this information to determine whether to contract with
either of the two parties in the future.
Once the account information has been updated at step 6625, the recipient determines
whether to send another EC at step 6650. For instance, if the offeree does not wish to accept the
offer, simply not replying to the offer would constitute a rejection and the process would end.
However, if the offeree wishes to accept, or request further information, the determination would
be made at step 6650 to send another EC. Accordingly, since a relationship with the AA already
exists, the process would loop back to step 6100. Since the offeree would not be making an
original offer, the process would advance to step 6115. If the action in response to the offer is to
accept the offer, accept with a counter offer, or simply a request for more information, the
process would advance to step 6375, at which point the process of sending and receiving an EC
would repeat until a contract is formed. The process finally ends when a determination is made
that no more ECs need to be sent at step 6650.

Legend of Preferred Terms
FIG. 7 illustrates a legend 7000 of preferred terms. The terms illustrated in the legend
7000 are illustrated for purposes of example. However, the legend is not meant to limit the terms
as used herein to the definitions shown in the specific examples illustrated in the legend 7000.
The terms are shown in legend 7000 are generally known to those skilled in the art and are
shown to give a visual example of the structure of some of the terms used elsewhere herein.
Contract Scenario Using a Verification Status Indicator
FIG. 8 illustrates a system 145 for using the verification status of a device containing a
PrK to determine what level of confidence to assign to a digitally signed EC. In the illustrative
example, a network, preferably the Internet 108, may be used to transmit and receive messages
between the contracting parties. The system 145 facilitates determining how much confidence to
have in the authentication and the intent of the sender of the EC to be bound to the contract terms
contained therein. For example, if the contract offer is for a low dollar amount and/or quantity,
the offeree may only need to know that it was sent using a device owned by the offeror.
However, if the value of the transaction is greater, the offeree may require that the digital
signature of the EC be generated with a device wherein data, such as a personal identification
number

was correctly entered when the device digitally signed the EC. If even more

confidence is desired, the offeree may require that biometric data

be used to generate the

digital signature and the EC before acting on the subject matter of the EC.
Thus, not only is the offeree/recipient assured that the message was sent from the
offeror's device, the offeror is protected from unauthorized signing and sending of an EC using
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their digital signature, which may occur in connection with CADS if the Certificate Authority
hierarchy breaks down, or if someone's credit card is stolen.

This also protects the offeree

because the offeror cannot later assert that someone else used the device to digitally sign an EC.
Thus, the risk to the recipient of performing the contract, only to have the supposed sender say
there was no intent is reduced or eliminated. Therefore, merchants are more inclined to engage
in electronic contracting because the aspect facilitates providing strong evidence of who sent an
EC and of a sender's intent to be bound.
Indeed, the European Union has specified personal digital signature devices that
internally generate the public/private keys, never divulge the private keys and that require very
high security for protecting the private key. The European Union, in the FINREAD standard,
also specifies a secure input device, or I/O support element that 1) securely inputs PIN and/or
BIO data and 2) securely displays the terms of an EC to be signed, thus ensuring that the sender
caused to be signed the terms that were visible on the secure input device at the time of signing.
Continuing now with discussion of FIG. 8, a typical office scenario 425 is depicted
showing a computer 460 that is accessible by various employees. In addition, a device 450 is
shown that contains a PrK 116. The device 450 is configured not only to digitally sign a message
of an EC, but also to output an indicator that indicates the status of the device, as described in
detail in the incorporated VS Applications.
The office scenario 450 shows three individuals that may share device 450 that was
received at step 1. At step 2, purchasing agent 302A determines that the office needs more pens
and paper. Accordingly, the agent 302A uses device 450 after 2:00 to order the paper and pens
using office computer 460. The office computer uses the PrK 116 of the device 450 to form and
send a digital signature along with an identifier as part of an EC 454A at step 2a. The EC 454A
contains the subject matter of an offer for pens and paper. In addition, the EC 454A includes a
verification status marker, as described in the incorporated VS Applications.
Upon successful decryption of the digital signature, the recipient 45a of the EC 454A
analyzes the verification status indicator to determine whether the EC satisfies predetermined
business rules 115a. In order to perform the analysis of the verification status indicator, the
recipient 45a accesses the business rules 1iSa. This may be performed by accessing database
40a, which is maintained by recipient entity 45a. Alternately, the business rules l15a may be
maintained by a third party account authority 32, or by another account authority entity.
Regardless of where the business rules are stored, they are associated with an identifier and
public key, as described above, so that they can be retrieved upon receipt of a corresponding
identifier.
For the business rules to be satisfied, the device 450 must not have timed out. Whether
the device 450 has timed out is represented by the timeout variable

This is shown in
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115a as TO

F. If the device had timed out, the variable would be represented as TO

the business rules 115a would not be satisfied because they require that TO

T, and

F. Since the cost

of the goods being ordered is less that $250, the business rules do not care whether the device
450 has been used by another employee since the last reset of the device. Thus, the status of the
sequence marker DS Flag, as described in detail in the incorporated VS Applications, is not
applicable

Reset of the device may be accomplished by de-energizing and re-

energizing device 450. Or, if business rules require that verification data be entered, as discussed
below, entering of verification data would reset the DS flag to zero. PIN verification status
includes whether or not the correct PIN was entered. BIO verification status includes the degree
or percent match of the entered BIO data.
Although the business rules 115a do not require that the DS flag be set to zero, they do
require that some fon of heightened authentication be used in addition to a standard digital
signature. For example, the business rules 115a may require that a correct PIN be entered by
agent 302a. As illustrated in the figure, the rules 115a require that PIN

T. Thus, if someone

sweeping the floors happened by, inserted the device 450 and attempted to order paper and pens,
the business rules 115a at the recipient 45a would preclude acceptance of the offer 100 because
intent by an authorized agent of the office 425 was not manifest vis-A-vis recipient 45a in the
placing of the order. Furthermore, the business rules 115a do not require BIO confirmation
because the cost and type of goods ordered is below $250. Accordingly, as long as the correct
PIN had been entered upon placing the order for pens and paper by the agent 302a, the recipient
is assured that the offer to buy pens and paper is legitimate because the digital signature
successfully authenticated the sender and the business rules l15a were satisfied by the
verification status indicator in EC 454a.
However, because the DS flag criterion is N/A, business rules 115a would allow an
unauthorized user to order the pens and paper (or other goods costing less that $250) if device
450 was have been left inside the computer 460 after verification data, such as a correct PIN, was
last entered. The business rules 115a allow fulfillment of the order regardless of the DS flag
status because the price limit of $250 mitigates any damage that may occur from unauthorized
ordering of goods at step 2. Even if the device 450 had been left in computer 460 after a
previous use of the device, and the DS flag was consequently incremented from 0 to 1, the entity
to which the- device belongs would still receive the ordered goods, even if they were not
legitimately ordered. Thus, although the ordering entity in the example may end up receiving
more pens and paper than it needs if an unauthorized user places the order for pens and paper,
and thus, may be bound to pay the contract amount for the pens and paper, they would have
received goods costing a relatively low dollar amount in exchange for the price paid.
Furthermore, if they receive the goods and do not wish to keep them, they could potentially
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return them unused to the supply company for a refund in accordance with other business rules.
Therefore, business may be tailored to meet the needs of a particular business and/or particular
types of transactions.
The depicted example merely illustrates a use of verification status of a device in
s

conjunction with predetermined business rules, but is not meant to limit the business rules and
how the verification status facilitates the implementation of business rules. For example, the
ordering entity may have wanted the business rules not to require that verification data be entered
each time a low dollar amount purchase is made. This business decision may be made to reduce
the time it takes for the purchasing agent 302A to fommlate the terms of the offer and send the
offer EC 454a at step 2a. However, this is only an example, and attention should focus on the
fact that the contracting parties determine the business rules that are desirable for their particular
situation. The ordering entity could just as well have determined that any use of device 450 to
enter a contract with another entity or individual would require that verification data, such as a
correct PIN, be entered for every occurrence where the device generates a digital signature. The
significance of this is that the verification status of device 450 has many uses that are
customizable to a particular party or parties needs. One of the benefits of the verification status
aspect is that the verification status can provide the recipient of an EC with additional evidence
that the sender of the EC intended to be bound by the terms of the message contained in the EC.
The business rules essentially determine what level of confidence is required before believing
that the sender is legitimate
intended to be bound

the lawful and proper owner of the device) and that the sender

the computer 460 prompts a sender of an EC to enter a PIN or BIO

data before sending the EC).
In the example, the device may have been used by a properly authorized user (the agent
302a) who had entered the correct PIN for a prior transaction with another supplier. Thus, the
verification status indicator would indicate that the user was proper, i.e. the user was
authenticated, and the PIN was correctly entered. However, the evidence that the user intended
to be bound to the particular terms of the offer in the offer EC 454a would be weak if the DS flag
is not 0. This is because the verification status indicator does not indicate that the PIN was
correctly entered in connection with the sending of the current EC 454a immediately before the
EC was signed. For efficiency reasons in the example, the parties have previously agreed that it
is not necessary for the DS flag to be 0, and thus the business rules permit the shipment of the
pens and paper even though the DS flag may not be equal to zero.
However, the entry of a correct PIN or valid BIO verification data may be desirable for
even low cost transactions. This is because entry of a correct PIN and/or valid BIO, including
degree of match, provides stronger authentication of a sender than does a digital signature
without a verification status indicator. Moreover, entry of a correct PIN and/or valid BIO
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verification data in connection with the digitally signing and sending of a specific EC provides
strong evidence that the sender intended to be bound by the contract subject matter contained in
the EC, for example. As discussed below in reference to FIG. 12, the European Union has
specified that an EC should be supported by strong evidence of a sender's intention to send the
EC. Thus, a secure input device may be specified that supports the secure input of PIN or BIO
data, such that, for example, the secure input device precludes virus eavesdropping on data that
passes through a PC which can be later replayed as part of a fraudulent transaction. The secure
input device also securely displays the EC while the PIN or BIO data is being entered. In
addition, a secure input device may also sign the EC, proving that a secure input device was
used.
Continuing with discussion of FIG. 8 to the next step regarding the illustrated example,
less than an hour after the EC 454a ordering the pens and paper was sent, a secretary 302b from
the same office needs to place an order for airline tickets at step 3. These are for her boss to
attend a conference and he must leave immediately. Assuming that the TO period is set at one
hour in business rules 115b, which are retrieved from database 40b, TO for the device would still
However, if device 450 was left in computer 460 after agent 302a ordered the pens

equal

and paper at step 2, the DS Flag will not be equal to

because the ordering of tickets will be at

least the second transaction since the device was reset, and the business rules associated with the
public key corresponding to EC 454b require that transactions valued over $250 must be the first
transaction where a device containing a private key is used since reset of the device. Thus, even
though TO

F, the device will have to be removed and reinserted, or some other method

available to device 450 for resetting of the DS Flag. Reset could also be accomplished by the
computer 460 displaying a prompt for the user to enter the correct PIN that corresponds to device
450.
Resetting the DS flag indicates to recipient 45b that the sender of the EC, which contains
the order for airline tickets, intended to order the tickets.

Moreover, the verification status

contained in EC can be stored in database 40b as a record that a sender associated with the public
key of device 450 intended to order the tickets. Upon resetting the device 450, the business rules
115b still require PIN data to be entered by secretary 302b.

Accordingly, upon successful

decryption of the digital signature of EC, the recipient evaluates the verification status indicator
to determine whether the business rules 115b are satisfied. If the verification status indicator
indicates that the device 450 has not timed out and verification data, such as a correct PIN, have
been entered, and entered since the device 450 was last used for a transaction, business rules
115b will allow the booking of a flight in accordance with terms of the EC 454b. This is because
the recipient 45b of the EC 454b will be assured that the secretary 302b, who was successfully
authenticated, has authority to place the order and intended to do so. Thus, a valid offer for
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which an acceptance was made will create a contract between the secretary's 302b employer and
the entity 45b. Whether the advertisement for sale of tickets or the offer to purchase the tickets
by the secretary 302b constitutes the offer, and whether sending the terms contained in EC 454b
or the delivery of the airline ticket (likely via an e-mail confirmation) by airline 45b constitutes
an acceptance is immaterial to this discussion.

What is important is that an offer and an

acceptance, embodied in separate ECs, are made in conjunction with a verification status
indicator that enhances assurances to the receiving party that the sender intended to be bound by
the terms contained in the subject matter of the EC.
Finally, in the last stage of the example depicted in the figure, manager 302c needs to
ship an order of two boxes of widgets at step 4. According to business rules 115c, since the time
is over two hours since the secretary 302b ordered the airline tickets, the device 450 will have
timed out so the TO variable will have to be reset. Furthermore, the DS Flag will have to be
reset, if it was not previously reset (this will typically occur automatically when the device TO
flag is reset by removing the device from computer 460 or by "logging out" of the device's active
session to begin a new one). Based on the value of the shipment, and other parameters, the
business rules

15c require that the manager enter valid BIO data in addition to a correct PIN.

Thus, a fingerprint, voice print, hand geometry, retinal scan, or similar verification data that is
personal to the manager 302c will be required before the business rules at the recipient 45c will
permit shipment of the widgets. The recipient 45c may be the shipping department or warehouse
of the entity that employs the manager 302c, or it may be a bailee that has custody of the goods
and is waiting for instructions from manager 302e to ship the goods.

Accordingly, upon

successful authentication of EC 454c, retrieval of business rules 115c from database 40c, and
satisfaction of the business rules by evaluating the verification status indicator of device 450, the
recipient 45c is assured that the sender is the manager and that the manager intended to be bound
to the offer. The widgets are shipped and the offer is accepted, thereby forming a contract to
which manager's 302c employer will be obligated to pay the shipping entity 45c for delivery.
Although this may not be a simple contract inasmuch as an agreement to agree between
the parties would have been entered into before the manager 302c sends EC 454c at step 4a, this
example illustrates uses of the verification status indicator other than a straightforward, armslength offer and acceptance. The shipping entity 45c may be an in-house shipping warehouse
owned and operated by the same entity for which the manager 302c in employed.

Or, the

shipping entity 45c could be a bailee, or a third party custodian, that stores the goods until
ordered to ship them to a destination. In either instance, the shipping entity 45c and the manager
302c may not typically be physically located in close proximity. And, even if the manager 302e
and shipping entity 45e report to a common employer, internal accounting procedures for many
businesses typically require debits and credits to each departments cost tracking accounts. Thus,
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evidence that the manager 302c intended to send the EC 454c authorizing the shipment of the
widgets will nevertheless be beneficial.
Process for Contract Scenario Using a Verification Status Indicator
Turning now to FIG. 9, a flow diagram illustrates a process 9000 for e-contracting
wherein an EC is used to securely transmit contract documents. Furthermore, the process 9000
illustrates the use of a verification status indicator to increase the confidence a recipient has in
the authentication of the EC. Moreover, the process 9000 raises the confidence level of the
recipient that the sender of the EC intended to digitally sign the message contained therein, by
0to providing evidence that the sender performed an overt act in digitally signing the message of the
EC.
The process 9000 begins at step 9050 when a user implementing the process decides
whether to send a contract document as an EC. The sender of the EC may be an offeror, an
offeree, or any other contracting party that may be involved in a contract scenario.

If the

contracting party is not sending an EC, the user is likely using the process to receive an EC that
contains a contract document. Thus, the process follows the

decision path and advance to

step 9400, which will be discussed in turn shortly. Continuing along the

path from step

9050, the user formulates a contract document, typically an offer or an acceptance of an offer,
using PC, for example, at step 9100.

After the document has been formulated, an EC is

generated at step 9150. The EC may typically contain, for example, the subject matter of the
contract document in the form of an electronic message.
Continuing with the example, the EC may also typically contain a digital signature of the
message and a verification status indicator. The digital signature will typically be generated
using the EC sender's private key of the sender's personal device.

The verification status

indicator will typically be generated based on the most recent verification data received by the
personal device. Then after the EC has been generated, the sender is presented at step 9200 with
an option to update the verification data by inputting to the personal device, for example, a PIN
and/or BIO. This may be desirable if the verification data has grown stale,

another EC has

been signed by the device using the current verification data. Or, verification data may not have
been entered into the device since it was placed into the sending PC. In addition, verification
data may have been entered, with no digital signature having been made since the verification
data was entered, but the current verification data was incorrect, i.e. the wrong PIN and/or the
BIO did not match the correct BIO inside the device. Correctly entering fresh verification data,
i.e. a digital signature has not been generated using the device's private key since the verification
data was entered, is desirable because the verification data is used to generate a verification
status indicator that accompanies ECs digitally signed by the device. Thus, by evaluating the
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verification status indicator contained in an EC, a recipient may increase the confidence which is
placed in the authentication of the EC.
If the sender decides not to update the verification data, i.e the sender may not know the
PIN or may not be the owner to which the personal device is assigned, although the sender may
have permission of the owner to use the device to digitally sign the EC, the process advances to
step 9350, which will be discussed shortly in turn. The sender may be using the device to place
an order for goods for example, the cost of the order being less than a predetermined amount
based on business rules previously agreed to between the sender's employer, for example, and
the recipient/offeree.

However, if the sending party decides to update the verification data,

which would be the case, for example, if the sender knew that the business rules required updated
verification data be entered immediately prior to signing of the EC, then the sender enters
updated PIN and/or BIO at step 9250. Upon entry of verification data, i.e. the device's correct
PIN and/or valid BIO, the process replaces the verification data that was originally generated as
part of the EC at step 9150. After the stale verification data has been replaced with updated
verification data, the EC is transmitted to the recipient at step 9350.
After the EC is sent at step 9350, the recipient receives the EC at step 9400. Upon
receipt of the EC, the recipient authenticates the sender of the EC at step 9450. Authentication of
the sender may include decrypting the digital signature of the EC. In addition, the verification
status of the EC may be used to raise the level of confidence in the authentication of the EC. For
example, if the verification status indicates that valid verification data was entered prior to
signing the EC, the recipient has higher confidence in the authentication of the sender, i.

the

sender is who the EC indicates that the sender is. This is because the verification status indicator
indicates that before the EC was digitally signed, the legitimate owner of the device containing
the private key used to sign the EC entered valid verification data, and thus, indicates that the an
imposter did not use the device to pose as the legitimate owner thereof. Furthermore, this
indicates that since the legitimate owner was the likely signer of the EC, the legitimate owner
intended to be bound by the contract terms contained in the subject matter of the EC message.
However, the verification status indicator may also indicate that valid verification data
was not entered immediately prior to the device being used to digitally sign the EC. Thus, before
the recipient decides whether to act on the subject matter of the EC, i.e. accepting an offer or
evaluating an acceptance to determine whether the acceptance modified the terms of the original
offer, etc., the verification status indicator is determined at step 9500.

Then, the process

compares the verification status indicator with the business rules at step 9550 to determine how
to act upon the subject matter of the received EC.
For example, if the amount of the transaction is below a predetermined threshold, the
recipient may not care whether valid verification data was entered into the sending device
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immediately before the EC was signed by the device's private key, although the business rules
may require that valid verification data be entered into the device at some time prior to the
signing of the EC. However, if the cost amount of the transaction is above a predetermined
threshold, the business rules may require that the DS flag sent as part of the verification status
indicator indicate that valid verification data was entered into the device prior to being used to
sign the EC, without an intervening EC being signed before the EC being evaluated by the
recipient was signed. Furthermore, the business rule may require that not only valid verification
data be entered immediately prior to the signing of the EC currently under evaluation, but that the
verification data be entered within a predetermined timeout period before the EC was signed.
This reduces the likelihood that valid verification data was entered into the device, only to have
the device left unattended while an unauthorized user came upon the device and used it to sign
the EC. Accordingly, an overt action by the sender immediately before and in conjunction with
digitally signing an EC establishes intent on behalf of the sender to sign the EC.
If the determination made at step 9550 indicates that the business rules were not
satisfactorily met, the recipient may decide to indicate to the sender that the business rules were
not satisfied at step 9555. This indication can be made in the form of a unsigned message to the
original sender requesting that an EC containing the contract document subject matter be resigned with valid verification data entered into the sending device immediately prior to signing
the new EC. Thus, the process returns to step 9200, where the process followed as described
above again.

If the recipient does not wish to send a simple message instructing the original

sender to reenter the verification data, the process follows the

path from step 9555 to step

9650. At step 9650, a decision is made whether to send a message in the form of a digitally
signed EC. For example, the recipient may wish to send the original EC back to the original
sender, so as to have the original sender digitally sign the original contract document so that the
terms of the contract remain the same as when they were originally sent. If the decision at step
9650, the process returns to step 9050 and begins again with the original sender deciding whether
to send another EC. For instance, if the legitimate owner of the device used to sign the original
EC did not send it, the sender may choose not to send another EC at step 9050. If this is the
decision, the process proceeds to step 9055, where an evaluation is made as to whether an EC is
present to be received. If so the process proceeds to step 9400 and receives the EC,and the
process continues as already described. If there is not an EC present to be received, the process
terminates.
Returning to discussion of the evaluation performed at step 9550, if the business rules
were satisfied by the verification status indicator in the original EC,the subject matter of the EC
is acted upon at step 9600.

Satisfaction of the business rules typically implies that the

verification status indicator provides to the recipient an indication, with a certain level of
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confidence that the sender of the EC assented to the terms of the contract document contained in
the EC. The verification status indicator provides this confidence because it indicates that valid
verification data was entered into the device used to sign the EC within a predetermined period
prior to the signing. Furthermore, the if the business rules require that the DS flag be set to zero,
the verification status indicator indicates that valid verification data was entered in connection
with the signing of the particular EC that was evaluated by the business rules. Thus, the
verification status that satisfies the business rules indicates that the legitimate owner of the
device used to sign the EC performed an overt act in order to cause the device to digitally sign
the EC.
If the business rules were satisfied at step 9550, the action upon the EC subject matter
will typically be to accept the offer, if the EC contains an offer.

If the EC contains an

acceptance, the action may be to ship ordered goods along with an invoice. Or, the action to the
acceptance may be inaction, as the offer was accepted and performance begins as a matter of
course in accordance with the terms of the contract. After the action at step 9600, if any, is
performed in response to the terms of the received EC, a determination is made whether to send
another EC at step 9650. If, for example, the received EC was an offer, the action taken at step
9600 in response to the EC may be to send an acceptance in the form of another EC. If so, the
process follows the

path and the process returns to step 9050, where it continues as

described above. If the decision to send another EC at step 9650 is no, the process follows the
path, and ends.

PriMR without ABDS
Turning now to FIG. 10, a public-key-linked information system 603 used to conduct econtract transactions is shown, wherein a network, preferably the Internet 108, may be used to
transmit and receive messages between the contracting parties. Beginning at step 1, private keys
116a and 116b are manufactured into devices 452a and 452b in a secure environment 115 by
secure entity 235. Devices 452a and 452b, and their respective private keys 116a and 116b of
asymmetric key pairs contained therein, are distributed to contracting parties offeror 102a and
offeree 102b, who use the devices to generate digital signatures. At the time of manufacturing of
the devices, the public keys 118a and 11 Sb of the key pairs are stored in a secure database 238
that is preferably maintained in secure environment 115, which also contains the secure entity
235. Such a secure entity 235, secure database 238 and secure environment 115 are described in
detail in the incorporated PRiMR Applications.
Although the private keys 116a and 116b for devices 450a and 450b do not necessarily
have to be manufactured and sent simultaneously, the processes of distributing the devices to the
contracting parties from secure entity 235 are shown in the figure as a single step for illustration
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purposes. Thus, multiple parties may have separate devices, each device being particular and
personal to each separate party, and may receive the devices containing private keys
corresponding to each stored public key at different times.

In addition to sending devices

containing private keys 116a and 116b, and storing public keys 118a and 118b, secure entity 235
stores information pertaining to the devices in secure database 238.

This information may

contain, but is not limited to, the type of device, i.e. PC, PDA, etc., the date of manufacture of the
device, the location of manufacture and the type of data, if any, that the device is capable of
accepting to authenticate a user or sender and their intent in digitally signing an EC. Such
examples of data are referred to as a security characteristic of a device and are collectively
referred to as a security profile 120 for a particular device. Thus, upon issuing devices having
public keys and storing the corresponding public keys, secure entity 235 may also stores security
profile information 120 at step 1. Thus, the security profile 120 of each device is stored to secure
database 238 and linked to the corresponding public key associated with each device.
In such a scenario where each party has a separate device that is particular and personal
to that party, each party takes advantage of the securely maintained database 238 when the
parties form a contract with one another. For example, if an offeror party 102a using device 452a
decides to make an offer 100 to offeree party 102b, the offer may be sent electronically in the
form of an EC 247a to the offeree. The offeror uses the private key of device 452a to digitally
sign an EC containing the terms of a contract offer at step 2. The EC 247a is sent from the
offeror 102a to the offeree 102b at step 3. Since the offeree 102b typically will want to know
how much confidence to have in the authentication of the sender of EC 247a, the offeree 102b
may wish to send a request 226 to secure entity 235 at step 4, to retrieve the security profile of
the device 452a used to digitally sign the EC 247a.
Upon receiving the request 226 which may be an EC from the offeree 102b, the secure
entity 235 accesses the secure database 238 and retrieves the information linked to the public key
118a that was sent with the request, and returns the security profile 120a corresponding to public
key 1'18a to requestor-offeree 102b. Alternatively, the security profile can be retrieved based on
an account identifier the request 226. Thus, offeree 102b can make an informed decision as to
the likelihood that the device 452a used to send the offer EC 247a was fraudulently used or used
by someone other than the sender identified in the EC. This provides the benefit that the offeree
102b may choose not.accept the terms of the offer 100 without assurance that the sender of the
offer EC 247a is the party identified in the EC. Assurance is provided by the security profile
120a because the offeree 102b can evaluate the security profile to determine whether the device
452a is of secure enough type such that it is incapable of being compromised and the private key
116a contained therein being learned.

If the device 452a is highly secure, it cannot be

electrically or physically disassembled such that the private key 116a can be determined, and the
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offeree 102b is provided assurance that the EC 247a was digitally signed by the legitimate owner
thereof. This is especially beneficial when, for example, acceptance may be carried out by
performance of the contract terms of offer 100, i.e. shipping goods ordered in EC 247a to the
offeror 102a. Thus, the offeree 102b is protected from having to fruitlessly try to prove later that
the party identified in the EC 247a is actually the party who sent the EC, and not someone who
had stolen or otherwise unlawfully used the private key 116a from device 452a to send the EC.
If acceptance of offer 100 may not be carried out by performance, the offeree 102b may
accept the offer by sending an acceptance 110 in the form of another EC. This would typically
involve forming a message and digitally signing the message using device 452b, as shown at step
5. Then, the EC 247b is sent to the original offeror 102a at step 6. Similar to the offeree 102b
receiving the offer EC 247a, upon receiving the acceptance EC 247b, the original offeror 102a
may request the security profile of the device 452b from secure database 238 at step 7.

As

discussed above, this security profile may be used to determine whether the trust that the sender
of the EC 247b was actually the sender identified in the EC, and consequently, whether to rely on
the terms in the acceptance 110 of offer 100.

Process for PriMR without ABDS
Turning now to FIG. 11, a flow diagram for using a security profile of a device to raise
the confidence in a recipient of the authentication of a sender and a message of an EC is
illustrated. As discussed above, a device personalized to a particular individual or entity may be
used to digitally sign an EC that contains a message, the subject mater of which is a contract
document. Furthermore, if the device is manufactured in a secure environment, as discussed
above and in the incorporated PRiMR Applications, a security profile for the device may be
generated at the time of manufacture and thereafter maintained in a secure environment. The
security profile may then be used by a party to a contract that receives an EC that has been signed
by a legitimate owner of a contract scenario to increase the receiving party's confidence in the
authentication of the sender and of the message contained in the EC.
The illustrated process 11000 begins with manufacturing of a device at step 11050. The
device is preferably manufactured in a secure environment such that the private key contained in
the device is not divulged and not retrievable therefrom. When an EC is digitally signed, the
private key is not transmitted from the device. Rather, the message of an EC to be digitally
signed by the private key contained within the device is transmitted into the device, whereupon
the message is signed and then transmitted back out of the device as a digital signature. Thus,
when a recipient receives an EC signed by the device, and successfully authenticates the sender
of the EC by verifying the digital signature, the recipient has a confidence level that the device
was used to sign the EC.
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However, although authenticating an EC provides confidence that a particular device
was used to sign an EC, information pertaining to the degree to which the private key of the
device is secure from a hacker, for instance, would provide the recipient a higher level of
confidence. This is because if a device is manufactured in bulk, and does not protect the private
key contained therein from physical of electrical intrusion that may result in the private key being
divulged, the key may potentially be used by an imposter posing as the legitimate owner of the
device. Thus, merely authenticating an EC by decrypting and performing a hash of the message
of the EC may not provide as high a level of confidence in the authenticity of the sender as the
recipient may wish. Even if the device that signs an EC is manufactured to high standards with
respect to its impenetrability in protecting the private key from a hacker, and is manufactured
with the utmost security as in ensuring that the private key is not discovered and/or recorded
during its manufacture, the recipient of an EC signed using the device may not be aware of the
standards to which it was designed and manufactured.

Therefore, a security profile that is

obtainable by a recipient of an EC with regard to the device used to sign the EC is desirable so
that the recipient may evaluate the security profile to determine the risk in believing that the
private key of the device was not copied, and thus used fraudulently, for example, by a
hacker/imposter.
Accordingly, after manufacture, the security profile of the device, as described above and
in further detail in the incorporated PRiMR Applications, is stored to a secure database
maintained in a secure environment at step 11100. The secure environment is preferably the
same secure environment in which the device was manufactured. In addition, the public key that
corresponds to the private key of the device is also stored to the database, which is then indexed
by public key. After the security profile and public have been stored to the secure database, the
device is distributed to the legitimate owner at step 11150. Then, after receiving the device, the
owner may formulate an EC to send to a recipient at step 11200. The subject matter may be an
offer, an acceptance, or other contract document as discussed elsewhere herein.
When the subject of the EC has been formulated, the device is used to digitally sign the
EC at step 11250 using the private key of the device. The method by which the device is used to
sign the EC is not limited to any one method, but in the preferred method, the device is a card
that is inserted into a card reader, the card reader being electrically connected to a PC. Thus, the
subject matter of the EC will preferably be formulated using the PC, and will then be signed by
the private key of the device while the device is inserted into the reader. Upon signature of the
EC by the device, the EC is transmitted to the recipient, typically via a network, which is
preferably the Internet, for example.
Upon receipt of the EC at step 11350, the recipient authenticates the sender of the EC at
step 11400.

When the authentication has been performed, the sender decides at step 11450
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whether the confidence level in the security of the private key that results from merely decrypting
and performing a hash of the message in the EC is acceptable before acting upon the subject
matter of the EC. If yes, the process follows the

path and the recipient acts on the subject

matter of the EC at step 11650. Such action may be an acceptance, performance of the contract
terms of an accepted offer, etc. In addition, the recipient may choose to do nothing. After acting
at step 11650, if the recipient chooses at step 11700 not to send another EC to the original sender,
the process ends. Or, if the EC was an offer, the recipient may choose at step 11700 to accept the
offer by sending an acceptance in the form of another EC.
If the recipient decides at step 11450 that there is not enough confidence in the
authenticity of the sender to act on the subject matter of the EC, the recipient may request a
security profile of the device at step 11500 from the secure database based on the public key used
to verify the digital signature. Upon receipt of the security profile of the device used to send the
EC, the recipient evaluates at step 11550 the security profile to determine whether to trust the
authentication of the sender. For example, if the security profile of the device indicates that the
device is impenetrable, such that the recipient can assume with a high level of confidence that the
private key could not have been copied form the device. Thus, based on evaluation, the recipient
can decide how to act on the subject matter of the EC at step 11000. For example, if the security
profile indicates that the device securely protects the secrecy of the private key, the recipient may
ship goods to the sender if the EC subject matter was an offer to buy the goods.

After

determination of how to act, the recipient acts on the subject matter of the EC at step 11650 and
the process continues as discussed above.

Contract Scenario Using PRiMR and VS without ABDS
Turning now FIG. 12, a system 604 is illustrated that uses a security profile and a
verification status indicator to facilitate e-contracting, wherein a network, preferably the Internet
108, may be used to transmit and receive messages between the contracting parties.

For

example, business rules of the recipient of an EC may require that a device used to generate an
EC was manufactured in a secure environment 115, as described in the incorporated PRiMR
Applications. The business rules may use certain parameters of a verification status indicator to
determine whether valid verification data was input to the device before the EC was generated,
and, whether the EC was the first EC generated by that particular device since the verification
data was input. Verification data and verification status indicators are described in detail in the
incorporated VS Applications. Thus, in the aspect shown in FIG. 12, each of the verification
status indicator aspect and the security profile aspect contribute to the level of confidence a
recipient of an EC may place on the authenticity of the EC's sender, as identified in the EC.
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Beginning at step 1, shown in the encircled numeral 1, private keys 116A and 116B
asymmetric key pairs are stored in devices 450a and 450b, which are used to encrypt messages to
form digital signatures. The private key 116a is preferably stored to the device 450a when the
device is manufactured. The device 450a is preferably manufactured in a secure manufacturing
facility 235 as described in detail in the incorporated PRiMR Applications. Upon manufacture of
the devices 450a and 450b in the secure facility 235, the public keys 118a and 118b of the key
pairs are stored in a database 238 that is preferably maintained in a secure environment 115,
which also contains the secure facility.

Although these devices 450a and 450b are not

necessarily manufactured simultaneously, the process of manufacturing the devices is shown in
the figure as a single step 1 for purposes of illustration.
Thus, multiple parties may have separate devices, each device being particular and
personal to each separate party. Such a scenario where each party has a separate device that is
particular and personal to that party takes advantage of the securely maintained database 238.
For example, if an employee of offeror entity 425 decides to make an offer 100 to offeree party
102b, the offer may be sent electronically in the form of an EC 247a to the offeree.
After the devices have been manufactured, the offeror entity 425 prepares to make an
offer 100 and send it as an EC to the offeree 102b. The actual individual making the offeror 100
may be any of the three individuals agent 302a, secretary 302b or manager 302c, as shown in the
figure and described in detail in the discussion above of FIG. 8. Thus, the offer 100 is converted
into a message and encrypted in forming a digital signature using the private key 116a of device
450a at steps 2a, 2b, or 2c depending upon which individual is making the offer. The three
individual parties are shown to illustrate the use of the verification status aspect of the invention,
as described above in connection with FIG. 8. The verification status indicator is generated by
device 450a at the time the private key is used to generate the digital signature of EC 247a. The
verification status is sent as an indicator 462a as discussed in reference to FIG. 8 and more fully
in the incorporated VS Applications. The indicator 462a is used to provide assurance that the
sender of the EC 247a intended to be bound to the contract offer 100, as discussed above in
reference to FIG. 8.
After the EC 247a has been formulated at step 2a, 2b, or 2c to include the offer message,
the digital signature, an identifier and the verification status indicator 462a, the EC is sent to the
offeree 102b at step

Upon receiving the EC 247a, the offeree 102b determines whether to

accept or reject the offer 100. The offeree 102b then authenticates the sender as the offeror entity
425 by retrieving the offeror's public key 118a based on the identifier contained in the EC 247a,
thereby providing confidence that the offeror sent the EC.
However, the offeree 102b may desire more assurance that the sender is the offeror entity
425. Accordingly, the offeree 102b sends a request 226 to the secure entity 235 at step 4. This
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request 226 is an EC requesting the security profile 120a of the device that was used to send the
offer EC 247a. The creation and use of the security profile 120a is described in detail in the
incorporated PRiMR Applications. The security profile 120a is contained as a record in 238
database 238 that was created at the same time the device 450a was created in the secure
manufacturing facility 235. The security profile 120a provides security characteristics of the
device 450a to the offeree 102b. This information is used by the offeree 102b to determine the
level of security of the device 450a that was used to generate the digital signature of offer EC
247a.

This information may include security attributes of the secure entity 235 and secure

environment 115, as well as the procedures used to manufacture the device, the type of device
itself and procedures used to maintain the security of the private key 116a during the
manufacturing process. Moreover, the data may relate to the tamper-resistance of the device
450a and how safe the private key 116a is from hacking.
Continuing to describe the aspect illustrated in FIG. 12, the business rules that relate to
offeror entity 425 may require a determination of the security attributes of the device 450a used
to send the EC 247a. The business rules associated with public key 118a may require the security
profile 120A in order to determine whether the device 450a used to generate EC 247a is tamperresistant, for example. If the security profile 120a sent in response to request 226 indicates that
the device is tamper-resistant, the offeree 102b is assured that the device is capable of protecting
the secrecy of private key 116a contained therein, and the business rules have been satisfied. For
example, if device 450a comes into the hands of someone other than the proper owner, that other
someone would be unable to discern the private key through disassembly of the device.
Accordingly, offeree 102b is reasonably assured that the device 450a was used to generate the
digital signature of the EC, rather than some other device using private key 116a that may have
been pirated from device 450a.
In addition to the security profile contributing to the overall confidence the offeree 102b
places in the origin of the EC, the verification status indicator 462a indicates whether any
verification data was input into the device when signing the EC 247a. The indicator 462a also
indicates whether valid verification data was entered, and the DS flag is used to indicate whether
the correct data was entered since the device 450a was reset. In addition, the verification status
indicator 462a indicates whether invalid verification data was entered when the EC 247a was
digitally signed by device 450a. Therefore, if the security profile 120a indicates that the private
key 116a cannot be pirated from the device 450a, and the verification status indicator 462a sent
by device 450a at step 2a, 2b or 2c indicates that valid verification data was entered into the
device immediately prior to the generation of EC 247a, the offeree 102b has a high level of
confidence that the person or entity that generated EC 247a is the person or entity that is
associated with public key 118a in database 114b.
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With respect to the verification indicator, the verification data parameters include a PIN
or biometric data as described in the incorporated VS Applications. The security profile may
also include information as to the type of verification data that the device 450a is capable of
receiving. Thus, if the security profile 120a sent to the offeree 102b from the secure database
238 at step 4 indicates that the device 450a was manufactured with the capability that a PIN may
be entered, the offeree is assured that someone with knowledge of the correct PIN legitimately
used the device to digitally sign EC 247a before it was sent at step 3. In addition, the device
450a may have been manufactured with the capability that biometric data can be entered to
further assure a recipient that the person signing the EC 247a with device 450a was the correct
owner of the device. This would result in an even higher level of confidence that the legitimate
owner of the device 450a used the device to digitally sign EC 247a. Thus, if the verification
status indicates that valid verification data, PIN, BIO, or other type of verification data, was
entered into the device 450a, the offeree 102b is assured that the EC 247a was digitally signed
using device 450a by someone that legitimately possessed the device. Furthermore, the person or
entity legitimately using device 450a to digitally sign the EC is the person or entity that is
associated with public key 118A in database 114b.

Moreover, if the security profile 120a

indicates that the private key 116a cannot be compromised by electrical or mechanical
disassembly or dissection of the device 450a, the offeree 102b is further assured that the sender
of the EC 247a is the person or entity that is associated with public key 118a in database 114b.
Still discussing the aspect illustrated in FIG. 12, this high degree of confidence may be
required for an offer of which the transaction's value is above a predetermined amount. Thus, if
the transaction amount is small, the offeree 102b may only require that the public key associated
with the identifier of the EC 247a be used to authenticate the user thereof. Furthermore, if the
transaction amount is low, the offeree may not even request a security profile from the secure
environment 115 at step 4. This is in order to keep costs low, as the secure entity 235 may
typically charge a fee for each access of data from database 238.
However, if the transaction amount of the offer 100 is relatively large, the offeree 102b
will typically require that the security profile 120a of the device used to generate the digital
signature indicate that a PIN, or even biometric data, is supported by device 450a. Moreover, the
offeree 102b may require that the security profile indicate that the private key 116a cannot be
pirated from the device. If the security profile 120a so indicates, the offeree 102b is assured that
the device was not stolen and was used by the proper owner of the device. This protects the
offeree 102b because there is tangible evidence that the sender of the offer EC 247a is the owner
of the device, and therefore, the offeree can prove that the sender of the message is bound to the
terms of the contract 100 if the offeree decides to accept the offer.
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Furthermore, in addition to the high degree of confidence as to the security of the private
key 11 6a of the device 450a, the offeree 102b may also wish to know that the offeror entity 425
intended to be bound to the particular contract 100 that made up the subject matter of the EC
247a. This is accomplished by using the verification status aspect described in the incorporated
VS Applications, that indicates the timeout status of the device and the sequence status of the
device as described above in reference to FIG. 8. Thus, in the scenario described in reference to
FIG. 8, the device 450a sends as part of the EC 247a an indicator that indicates whether the
device has timed out. In addition, the indicator may indicate the DS flag of the device, which is
incremented every time the private key 116a of the device 450a is used to generate a digital
signature of an EC. As described above in reference to FIG. 8, the timeout and DS flag
parameters are used to indicate that the sender actually intended to send the actual contract
document 100 that was contained in the EC 247a.
In accepting the terms of the offer, the acceptance 110 may be made by a process similar
to the process described above regarding the making of the offer. Offeree 102b formulates an
acceptance 110 into an EC 247b by using the private key 116b from device 450b to digitally sign
the EC at step 5. Then, the acceptance EC 247b is sent to the original offeror entity 425 at step 6.
Upon receiving the acceptance 247b at step 6, the offeror entity 425 may then request a security
characteristic profile 120b from the secure environment entity 235 at step 7. This is similar to
the process at step 4 where the offeree 102b requested the security characteristic profile 120a of
device 450a that was used to digitally sign EC 247a. Similar processes of accessing the security
characteristics profile and verification status indicator of device 450B are performed as were
performed by the offeree 102b with respect to offer EC 247a.
Upon authentication of the sender of EC 247b and determination of the security
characteristics and verification status indicator of device 450b in accordance with business rules
that are associated with the sender of EC 247b, the offeror entity 425 is provided confidence that
a valid contract has been formed. Thus, performance of the terms of the original contract offer
100 can begin. Just like the offeree 102b can reliably determine that the offeror entity 425
intended to send the offer 100, and is thus bound to the terms thereof, the offeror entity can
reliably determine that the offeree intended to assent to the terms of the acceptance 110.
Information related to the security of the device is maintained in secure database 238.
This information, referred to as a security profile 120, is maintained securely, preferably by the
same entity 235 that manufactured devices 450, such that the information provides confidence
that the security profile is accurately used.

This secure manner in which the database is

maintained increases the confidence that, for example, a low security device is not fraudulently
identified as having very high security. Furthermore, business rules that are associated with a
particular public key 118 that correspond to the sender of an EC may require that the security
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profile indicatethat the private key 116 is undetectable through disassembly or dissection of the
device. In addition, a verification status indicator 462, which is part of an EC, indicates whether
valid verification data was entered to indicate that the appropriate user, to which the device 450
is assigned, used the device to digitally sign the EC. Moreover, the verification status indicator
includes a DS flag that indicates whether the device has been used since the last time it was reset
or valid verification data was entered.

Therefore, the combination of a security profile,

satisfaction of business rules, and a verification status indicator, provides a recipient a high
degree of confidence that the sender of an EC is who they say they are and that they intended to
the send the message contained in the EC. Thus, system 604 provides a method and system for
reliably establishing confidence and tangible evidence that offeror entity 425 and offeree 102b
mutually assented to the terms of the contract formed by the agreement represented by the offer
100 and the acceptance 110 thereof.
Process for Contract Scenario Using PriMR and VS without ABDS
Turning now to FIG. 13, a flow diagram for a process 13000 is illustrated for
authenticating a sender of an EC and the message contained therein, wherein the process creates,
updates and evaluates a verification status indicator, as described in reference to FIG. 8, FIG. 9,
and as described in detail in the incorporated VS Applications. The process also evaluates a
security profile as described in reference to FIG. 10, FIG. 11 and as described in detail in the
incorporated PRiMR Applications.
The process begins at step 13050 where a personal device is manufacture in a secure
environment.

When the device is manufactured in the secure environment, a public key that

corresponds to the device's internal private key is stored at step 13100. Also at step 13100, the
security characteristics are stored to a secure database maintained in a secure environment, such
that a devices public key and the devices security characteristics are associated together. After
the public key and corresponding security characteristics of a device have been stored to the
database, the device is distributed to a user at step 13150.
After the user receives the device, that user may wish to formulate an EC that includes a
contract document, for example, as the subject of a message contained therein at step 13200.
When the message has been formulated, it is digitally signed using the devices public key at step
13250. The EC may also contain a verification status indicator as described herein. If the user
wishes to update the current verification status of the device, the decision to do so is performed at
step 13300. If the user decides not to update the verification status of the device at step 13300,
the process proceeds to step 13450. However, if the user decides to update the verification status
of the device at step 13300, the updated data is input into the device at step 13350. Then the EC,
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including the updated verification status indicator, is digitally signed at step 13400 and
transmitted to a recipient at step 13450.
Next, the'recipient receives the EC at step 13500 and authenticates the sender at step
13550. After the sender has been authenticated, the recipient evaluates the verification status
indicator at step 13600. This evaluation may be performed in light of predetermined business
rules, as discussed elsewhere herein. If the business rules need a security profile in order to raise
the confidence level of the authentication of the sender, a security profile of the device is
requested from the secure entity at step 13650.

Then, the level of confidence in the

authentication is determined at step 13700 based on the verification status indicator evaluated in
to

light of the requested security profile as described elsewhere herein. When the confidence level
is determined, the business rules determine how to act on the subject matter of the EC based on
the evaluation performed at step 13700 on the verification status indicator in light of the security
profile.
After the determination of how to act is determined, the subject matter is acted on in
accordance with the determined confidence level as applied by the business rules at step 13800.
If the recipient of the EC wishes to send an EC in response to the EC received at step 13500, an
acceptance to an offer for example, the decision is to send another EEC is made at step 13850. If
the decision is made to send another EC, the process returns to step 13200 where the process
continues as described above, with the original recipient now being the sender of the new EC,
and the original sender becoming the new recipient of the EC. If the recipient decides at step
13850 not to send another EC, the process ends.
System Using a Personal Device in Conjunction with a Secure Input Device
Turning now to FIG. 14, a system 143 is illustrated that uses secure input devices 472
and 474. The secure input devices 472 and 474 provide for 1) secure entry of PIN and/or BIO
verification data (for instance, precluding a PC virus eavesdropping that could replay the data as
part of a fraudulent transaction) 2) secure display of EC message to be signed (precluding a PC
virus displaying a message different than the message to be signed). Moreover, when either
secure input device 472 or 474 signs an EC using their respective private keys 473 or 475
respectively, the recipient has evidence of the security of the sender's digital signing
environment.
Note that if a device is ever used in a non-secure environment, there is an increased
possibility that the PIN and/or BIO verification date may have been compromised and could later
be used in fraudulent transactions. The immediate risk possibility is whether the current EC was
signed in a secure environment. There is also increased risk if the device was ever used in the
past in an insecure environment.
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In high security situations, the recipient may want to know that a high security input
device is being used in conjunction with the input of multiple BIO verification data.
Furthermore, multiple inputs of the same biometric factor (thumb, left index, iris, etc.) should all
have slightly different matching values. Therefore, identical BIO verification status matching
values can be an indication of a fraudulent transaction.
Accordingly, the system 143 illustrated in FIG. 14 provides a secure input device for
inputting verification data. For purposes of example, when the offeror 102a formulates an offer
to be sent using PC 466, secure input device 472 is used to sign the offer EC to be sent to the
offeree/recipient 102b. To begin the signing process, offeror 102a inserts device 450a, which is
personalized to the sender and contains private key 116a, into slot 482 of secure input device 472
at step 1. The contract offer 100 is then displayed on the display of device 472. After the device
450a has been inserted into slot 482 and while the document terms are displayed on display 476,
the offeror 102a enters verification data, such as a PIN for example, using keypad 483, which is
part of secure input device 472. The verification data is then securely input into personal device
450a, from which a verification status indicator is generated, as described above and in the
incorporated VS Applications, to become part of EC 247a. EC 247a is signed by the sender's
102a device 450a, as previously described elsewhere herein, using private key 116a. After EC
247a has been generated internal to the secure input device 472, EC 247a is then enveloped by
another EC 248a, which treats EC 247a as a message, much the same way the subject matter of
the contract offer 100 is treated as a message in generating EC 247a. Device 472 uses its private
key 473 to digitally sign EC 248a, which is then sent to PC 466 at step 2. Upon receiving the EC
248a, the PC 466 prompts the sender to transmit the EC. If the sender chooses to send the EC
248a, the EC 248a is sent to offeree/recipient 102b at step 3, preferably via the Internet 108.
When the recipient 102b has received and authenticated sender and message of EC 248a
and then EC 247a, the ECs may be evaluated in accordance with business rules, in a manner
described elsewhere herein, to determine what level of confidence to assign the EC 248a. As
described above, security profiles of personal device 450a and secure input device 472 may be
requested from secure entity 235 by the recipient 102b at step 4. Upon the secure entity 235
retrieving the requested security profiles from secure database 238, the security profile(s) are sent
to the requesting party 102b.

Upon receiving the requested security profiles of the personal

device 450a and secure input device 472, the recipient 102b determines what level of confidence

to place in the authenticity of the ECs 248a and 247a. If the security profile that corresponds to
secure input device 472 indicates that the secure input device is capable of receiving verification
data that corresponds to a personal device inserted into the secure input device, and is also
capable of securely displaying the subject matter of a message to be signed with the inserted
personal device and sent to a recipient as an EC, the recipient 102b has a high confidence level
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that the sender of EC 247a performed an overt act in connection with the use of personal device
450a to sign the subject matter of EC 247a.
Furthermore, if the security profile corresponding to personal device 450a indicates that
the device is impervious to attack by a hacker, for example, the recipient is assured, to a high
confidence level, that the legitimate owner of device 450a used the device in conjunction with
secure input device 472 to sign EC 247a. This assumes, of course, that the verification status
indicator indicates that valid verification data was entered into keypad 483 while the contract
offer 100 was displayed on display 476 while the sender was performing the overt act of entering
a correct PIN, for instance. Thus, the recipient is assured to a high confidence level that the
offeror 102a was the sender of EC 248a, and thus 247a. Moreover, the recipient is assured to a
high level of confidence that the sender intended to be bound to the terms contained in the
subject matter of the EC 247a.
When EC 247a and EF 248a have been authenticated, the manifestation of intent by the
sender thereof having been determined through evaluation of the verification status indicator in
light of the security profiles for the personal device 450a and the secure input device 472, the
offeree 102b in the example may analyze the subject matter of EC 247a on PC 467. If a decision
is made to accept the offer 100, the terms thereof are displayed on the display of secure device
474 as an acceptance 110 at step 5. Then, the offeree 102b performs the steps 6, 7 and 8, which
are similar to the previously described steps 1, 2 and 3. After the original offeror 102a receives
the EC 248b, which has a similar structure to that of EC 247a, EC 248b and EC 247b are
authenticated and the security profiles of personal device 450b and secure input device 474 are
requested of the secure entity based on the public keys that correspond to private keys 116b and
475, which are contained in personal device 450b and secure input device 474 respectively.
These security profiles are evaluated to determine whether the legitimate owner of the device
450b caused its private key 116b to sign EC 247b, whether offeree 102b performed an overt act
as a manifestation if intent to sign the subject matter of EC 248b, and whether the secure input
device can confidently be relied on to correctly and securely associate the manifestation of intent
by offeree 102b with the subject matter contained in EC 248b.
Process for Using a Personal Device in Conjunction with a Secure Input Device
Turning now to FIG. 15, a flow diagram of a process 15000 for using a personal device
in conjunction with a secure input device is illustrated. The first step in the illustrated process is
to determine whether an EC is to be sent. If not, the process proceeds to step 15450 where an EC
from a secure input device is received. If an EC is to be sent, the process proceeds to step 15100
where an individual or entity that will be sending an EC inserts a device personalized to the
sender into the secure input device. After the device has been input into the secure input device,
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the subject matter of the EC is formulated at step 15150. This subject matter, a contract offer for
example, may be formulated on a PC, for example, that is connected to the secure input device.
When the subject matter has been formulated, the terms of the offer are displayed on a display
portion of the secure input device. After the offer has been displayed on the secure input device,
the sender of the enters verification data into an input portion of the secure input device at step
15250.

For example, if the verification data being entered is a PIN, the input portion may

comprise a numerical keypad. When the verification data has been input, the secure input device
generates a first EC, a message EC for example, that includes the subject matter of the offer and
that is digitally signed using the private key of the inserted personal device at step 15300. After

1o

the message EC has been generated, the secure input device, treating the message EC as a
separate a discrete message, generates a second EC, a input device EC, using the private key of
the secure input device to digitally sign the second EC, wherein the second EC comprises the
message EC.
After the second EC has been generated at step 15350, it is transmitted to a recipient at
step 15400. The recipient receives the second EC at step 15450. Upon receipt of the second EC,
the recipient authenticates the second EC at step 15500.

After the second EC has been

authenticated at step 15500, the recipient may evaluate the verification status indicator contained
in the second EC, if such an indicator is so contained, at step 15550. Then, a determination as to
whether the second EC has an associated security profile, as described elsewhere herein, is made
at step 15600.

If it is determined at step 15600 that the second EC does not have a security

profile associated therewith, the process proceeds to step 15620, where the sender of the first
message is authenticated.
If, however, the second message has a security profile, the process requests the security
profile of the input device from a secure entity at step 15605. Upon receipt of the requested
security profile for the secure input device, the recipient evaluates the security profile of the
secure input device at step 15610.

After evaluating the security profile of the secure input

device, the sender of the first EC is authenticated step 15620.

Then the verification status

indicator of the personal device used to digitally sign the first EC is evaluated at step 15650. At
step, the determination is made whether the personal device used to digitally sign the first EC has
a security profile. If it is determined that the personal device has a security profile, that profile is
requested at step 15710 from the secure entity/facility as discussed in detail in the incorporated
PRiMR Applications. When the security profile of the personal sending device used to digitally
sign the first message is received, the confidence level in the authentication of the sender of the
first EC is determined based on an evaluation(s) of the verification status indicator(s) of the
personal device sending device and the secure input device in light of the security profiles of
each device at step 15720.
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Next, the confidence level determination made at step 15720 is evaluated at step 15750
to determine whether the confidence level is acceptable to allow acting by the recipient on the
subject matter of the first EC. This determination at step 15750 may be made in light of business
rules, but any other method known to those skilled in the art of making business decisions may
also be used. If it is determined at step 15750 that the confidence level in the authentication of
the sender of the first EC, as well as the confidence level in the indication of the sender's
performance of an overt act as evidence of intention to digitally sign the subject matter of the
first EC is acceptable, the subject matter of the EC is acted on at step 15800. If the confidence
levels determined at step 15750 are not acceptable, then the process proceeds to step 15850,
where a decision is made whether the recipient desires to send an EC to the original sender of the
first message. The process also proceeds to step 15850 after the subject matter of the first EC is
acted upon at step 15800. Thus, if the subject matter of the first message was an offer, the action
taken at step 15800 may be to accept the terms of the offer. A decision may be made at step
15850 to transmit the acceptance as another EC. If so, the process returns to step 15050, and the
process continues from there as described above. If the determination at step 15750 was that the
confidence level is not acceptable to act on the subject matter of the first EC, then the decision to
report this back to the original sender and prompt the sender to enter updated verification data
before sending the subject matter again may be made in the form of another EC. If so, the
process returns to step 15050. If the decision at step 15850 is to not send another EC, the process
ends.

Contract Scenario Using PriMR. VS and ABDS
Turning now to FIG. 16, a system 605 for electronically contracting between parties is
illustrated that uses a public-key-linked security profile, a verification status indicator and an
account based digital signature system as shown in the incorporated PRiMR, VS, and ABDS
Applications. The system 605 may use a network, preferably the Internet 108, to transmit and
receive messages between the contracting parties. The aspect uses a database maintained by one
party that associates another party with that other party's account information.

The account

information can be any type of information, such as, for example, line of credit amount, available
cash for withdrawal, and location information such as telephone number and street address of the
other party, that is related to the other party...
Moreover, the account information may also include business rules that are used to
determine what level of confidence to place in an EC.

For example, business rules of the

recipient of an EC may require that a device used to generate an EC was manufactured in a
secure environment 115, as described in the incorporated

PRiMR Applications. The

establishment, types, uses and accessing of the account information is described in detail in the
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incorporated ABDS Applications. Furthermore, the business rules may use certain parameters of
a verification status indicator to determine whether valid verification data was input to the device
before the EC was generated, and, whether the EC was the first EC generated by that particular
device since the verification data was input. Verification data and verification status indicators
are described in detail in the incorporated VS Applications.

Thus, in the aspect shown in

FIG. 16, each of the elements, the verification status indicator aspect, the account based digital
signature aspect and the public key linked security profile aspect contribute to the level of
confidence a recipient of an EC may place on the authenticity of the EC's sender, as identified in
the EC.
Beginning at step 1, shown in the encircled numeral 1, private keys 116a and 116h
asymmetric key pairs are stored to devices 450a and 450b, which are used to generate digital
signatures. The private key 116a is preferably stored to the device 450a when the device is
manufactured. The device 450a is preferably manufactured in a secure manufacturing facility
235 as described in detail in the incorporated PRiMR Applications. 'Upon manufacture, of the
devices 450a and 450b in the secure facility 235, the public keys 11 8a and 118b of the key pairs
are stored in a database 238 that is preferably maintained in a secure environment 115, which
also contains the secure facility.

Although these devices 450a and 450b are not necessarily

manufactured simultaneously, the process of manufacturing the devices is shown in the figure as
a single step 1 for purposes of illustration.
Thus, multiple parties may have separate devices, each device being particular and
personal to each separate party. Such a scenario where each party has a separate device that is
particular and personal to that party takes advantage of the securely maintained database 238
when the parties form a contract with one another. For example, if an employee of offeror entity
425 decides to make an offer 100 to offeree party 102b, the offer may be sent electronically in
the form of an EC 247a to the offeree.

In addition, the parties may also have formed a

relationship at step la where each party has an account with the other party. Thus, each party
acts as an AA for the other. Moreover, when each party established an account with the other
party at step la, they provided to the other party their respective public keys 118 that correspond
to the private keys of their respective devices. In the illustrated example, the offeror entity 425,
represented by the office desk in the figure, provides the public key 118a that corresponds to the
private key 116a and the offeree 102b likewise provides the public.key 118b that corresponds to
the private key 11 6b.
Accordingly, the public key 118a of the offeror entity 425 is maintained by the offeree
102b in database 114b. Similarly, the public key 11 8b of the offeree 102b is maintained by the
offeror entity 425 in database 114a. Thus, the offeror entity 425 can advantageously associate
the offeree's 102b public key with the offeror's account information in database 114a. Similarly,
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the offeree 102b can advantageously associate the offeror entity's 425 public key 118a with the
offeree's account information in database 114b. Therefore, since the complementary public key
of either device 450a or device 450b is associated with private keys 116a and 116b respectively,
each party can associate the account information of the other party with the other party's device.
After the devices have been manufactured, and the relationships have been developed
and the accounts established at steps 1 and la, the offeror entity 425 prepares to make an offer
100 and send it as an EC to the offeree 102b. The actual individual making the offeror 100 may
be any of the three individuals agent 302a, secretary 302b or manager 302c, as shown in the

to

figure and described in detail in the discussion above of FIG. 8. Thus, the offer 100 is converted
into a message and digitally signed using the private key 116a of device 450a at steps 2a, 2b, or
2c depending upon which individual is making the offer. The three individual parties are shown
to illustrate the use of the verification status aspect of the invention, as described above in
connection with FIG. 8. The verification status indicator is generated by the device 450a at the
time the private key is used to generate the digital signature of EC 247a. The verification status
is sent as an indicator 462a as discussed in reference to FIG. 8 and more fully in the incorporated
VS Applications. The indicator 462a is used to provide assurance that the sender of the EC 247a
intended to be bound to the contract offer 100, as discussed above in reference to FIG. 8.
After the EC 247a has been formulated at step 2a, 2b, or 2c to include the offer message,
the digital signature, an identifier and the verification status indicator 462a, the EC is sent to the
offeree 102b at step 3. Upon receiving the EC 247a, the offeree 102b determines whether to
accept or reject the offer 100. The identifier, which is typically an account number, is used to
look up the public key 118a from database 114b. The offeree 102b then decrypts the digital
signature using the offeror entity's 425 public key 118a that is retrieved from database 114b.
Database 114b preferably has three essential fields. These fields include an identifier, a public
key and associated account information for each account database record of the database 114b.
However, the database may only comprise two fields, wherein the public key doubles as the
identifier. When the offer EC 247a is retrieved by the offeree 102b, the identifier, which is
preferably not encrypted with the offeror's private key, is used to locate the public key 118a that
corresponds to the identifier. The matching public key is then used to authenticate the sender of
EC 247a. This provides confidence that the sender is the offeror entity 425 because the public
key that authenticated the sender of EC 247a is associated with the offeror entity's account
number.
However, the offeree 102b may desire more assurance that the sender is the offeror entity
425. Accordingly, the offeree 102b sends a request 226 to the secure entity 235 at step 4. This
request 226 is an EC requesting the security profile 120A of the device that was used to send the
offer EC 247a. The creation and use of the security profile 120a is described in detail in the
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incorporated PRiMR Applications. The security profile 120a is contained in a record in database
238 that was created at the same time the device 450a was created in the secure manufacturing
facility 235. The security profile 120a provides security characteristics of the device 450a to the
offeree 102b. This information is used by the offeree 102b to determine the level of security of
the device 450a that was used to generate the digital signature of offer EC 247a.

This

information may include security attributes of the secure entity 235 and secure environment 115,
as well as the procedures used to manufacture the device, the type of device itself and procedures
used to maintain the secrecy of the private key 116a during the manufacturing process.
Moreover, the data relates to the tamper-resistance of the device 450a and how safe the private
key 116a contained therein is from hacking.
Continuing the discussion in reference to FIG. 16, the business rules maintained in
database 114b that are associated with the offeror entity 425 may require a determination of the
security attributes of the device 450a used to send the EC 247a. The business rules associated
with public key 118a in database 114b may require the security profile 120a in order to
determine whether the device 450a used to generate EC 247a is tamper-resistant. If the security
profile 120a sent in response to request 226 indicates that the device is tamper-resistant, the
offeree 102b is assured that the device is capable of protecting the secrecy of private key 116a
contained therein. For example, if device 450a comes into the hands of someone other than the
proper owner, that other someone would be unable to discern the private key through
disassembly of the device. Accordingly, offeree 102b is reasonably assured that the device 450a
was used to generate the digital signature of the EC, rather than some other device using private
key 116a that may have been pirated from device 450a.
In addition to the security profile contributing to the overall confidence the offeree 102b
places in the origin of the EC, the verification status indicator 462a indicates whether any
verification data was input into the device when signing the EC 247a. The indicator 462a also
indicates whether valid verification data was entered, and the DS flag is used to indicate whether
the correct data was entered since the device 450a was reset. In addition, the verification status
indicator 462a indicates whether invalid verification data was entered when the EC 247a was
digitally signed by device 450a. Therefore, if the security profile 120a indicates that the private
key 116a cannot be extracted from the device 450a, and that the verification status indicator 462a
sent by device 450a at step 2a, 2b or 2c indicates that valid verification data was entered into the
device immediately prior to the generation of EC 247a, the offeree 102b has a high level of
confidence that the person or entity that generated EC 247a is the person or entity that is
associated with public key 118a in database 114a.
With respect to the verification indicator, the verification data parameters include a PIN
or biometric data as described in the incorporated VS Applications. The security profile may
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also include information as to the type of verification data that the device 450a is capable of
receiving. Thus, if the security profile 120a sent to the offeree 102b from the database 238 at
step 4 indicates that the device 450a was manufactured with the capability that a PIN can be
entered, the offeree is assured that someone with knowledge of the correct PIN legitimately used
the device to digitally sign EC 247a before it was sent at step 3. In addition, the device 450a may
have been manufactured with the capability that biometric data be entered to further assure a
recipient that the person signing the EC 247a with device 450a was the correct owner of the
device. This would result in an even higher level of confidence that the legitimate owner of the
device 450a used the device to digitally sign EC 247a. Thus, if the verification status indicates
that a correct PIN, valid BIO, or other type of verification data, was entered into the device 450a,
the offeree 102b is assured that the EC 247a was digitally signed using device 450a by someone
that legitimately possessed the device.
Furthermore, the person or entity legitimately using device 450a to digitally sign the EC
is the person or entity that is associated with public key 118a in database 114b. Moreover, if the
security profile 120a indicates that the private key 116a cannot be compromised by electrical or
mechanical disassembly or dissection of the device 450a, the offeree 102b is further assured that
the sender of the EC 247a is the person or entity is the person or entity that is associated with
public key 118a in database 114a.
Still discussing the system illustrated in FIG. 16, this high degree of certainty may be
required for an offer of which the transaction's value is above a predetermined amount. Thus, if
the transaction amount is small, the offeree 102b may only require that the public key associated
with the identifier the EC 247a be used to authenticate the sender of the EC. Furthermore, if the
transaction amount is low, the offeree may not even request a security profile from the secure
environment 115 at step 4. This is in order to keep costs low, as the secure entity 235 may
typically charge a fee for each access of data from database 238.
However, if the transaction amount of the offer 100 is relatively large, the offeree 102b
will typically require that the security profile 120a of the device used to generate the digital
signature indicate that a PIN, or even biometric data, is supported by device 450a. Moreover, the
offeree 102b may require that the security profile indicate that the private key 116a cannot be
pirated from the device. If the security profile 120a so indicates, the offeree 102b is assured that
the device was not stolen and was used by the proper owner of the device. This protects the
offeree 102b because there is evidence that the sender of the offer EC 247a was the owner of the
device, and therefore, the offeree can prove that the sender of the message will be bound to the
terms of the contract 100 if the offeree decides to accept the offer.
Furthermore, in addition to the high degree of confidence as to the security of the private
key 1 16a of the device 450a, the offeree 102b may also need to know that the offeror entity 425
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intended to be bound to the particular contract 100 that made up the subject matter of the EC
247a. This is accomplished by using the verification status feature described in the incorporated
VS Applications that indicates the timeout status of the device and the sequence status of the
device as described above in reference to FIG. 8. Thus, in the scenario described in reference to
FIG. 8, the device 450a sends as part of the EC 247a an indicator that indicates whether the
device has timed out.
In addition, the indicator may indicate the DS flag of the device, which is incremented
every time the private key 116a of the device 450a is used to generate a digital signature. As
described above in reference to FIG, 8, the timeout and DS flag parameters are used to indicate
to

that the sender actually intended to send the actual contract document 100 that was contained in
the EC 247a. Thus, the verification status indicator provides evidence that the sender performed
an overt act as a manifestation of intent to the particular contract document 100, which is the
subject matter of the message contained in the EC 247a.
In accepting the terms of the offer, the acceptance 110 may be made by a process similar
to the process described above regarding the making of the offer. Offeree 102b formulates an
acceptance 110 into an EC 247b by using the private key 116b from device 450b to digitally sign
the EC at step 5. Then, the acceptance EC 247b is sent to the original offeror entity 425 at step 6.
Upon receiving the acceptance 247b at step 6, the offeror entity 425 may then request a security
characteristic profile 120b from the secure environment entity 235 at step 7. This is similar to
the process at step 4 where the offeree 102b requested the security characteristic profile 120a of
device 450a that was used to digitally sign EC 247a. Similar processes of accessing account
record database 114a to authenticate the digital signature of EC 247b and accessing the security
characteristics and verification status indicator of device 450b are performed as were performed
by the offeree 102b with respect to offer EC 247a.
Upon authentication of the sender of EC 247b and evaluation of the security
characteristics and verification status indicator of device 450b in accordance with business rules
that are associated with the sender contained in database 114a, the offeror entity 425 is provided
confidence that a valid contract has been formed. Thus, performance of the terms of the original
contract offer 100 can begin. Just like the offeree 102b can reliably determine that the offeror
entity 425 intended to send the offer 100, and is thus bound to the terms thereof, the offeror
entity can reliably determine that the offeree intended to assent to the terms of the acceptance
110. Thus, system 605 provides a method and system for reliably producing reliable assurances
and tangible evidence that offeror entity 425 and offeree 102b mutually assented to the terms of
the contract formed by the agreement represented by the offer 100 and the acceptance 110
thereof.
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Thus, system 605 provides a method and system for authenticating, with a high degree of
confidence, the sender of an EC, and moreover, an affirmative indication that the sender intended
to send the contract 100. The aspect illustrated in FIG. 16 shows how account information data,
which may include business rules that require that predetermined parameters be successfully
determined prior to assenting to terms in a contract document, are used to facilitate e-contracting.
The account information is associated with public keys 118, which in turn correspond to
identifiers, on which the database 114b that contains the public keys and associated account
information is indexed. The public keys 118 in the database 114b correspond to private keys of
devices 450 that maintain the secrecy of the private keys 116 from the rest of the world.
Information related to the degree to which the device can protect the secrecy of the
device is maintained in database 238. This information, referred to as a security profile 120, is
maintained securely, preferably by the same entity 235 that manufactured devices 450, such that
the information provides assurance that the device to which the security profile pertains is
accurate.

Furthermore, business rules contained in database 114b that are associated with a

particular public key 118 that corresponds to an identifier in an EC may require that the security
profile indicate that the private key 116 is undetectable through disassembly or dissection of the
device.
In addition, a verification status indicator 462 may indicate whether valid verification
data was entered into the device 450. This indicates that the appropriate user to which the device
450 is assigned used the device to digitally sign the EC, where the appropriate user corresponds
to the identifier account number in database 114b. Moreover, the verification status indicator
includes a DS flag that indicates whether the device has been used since the last time it was reset,
or whether it has been used since valid verification data was entered. Therefore, if a security
profile satisfies business rules that are associated in database 114b with a public key that
corresponds to a device used to generate a digital signature, and if a verification status indicator
of the device satisfies other parameters of the same business rules, a recipient is provided a high
degree of assurance that the sender of an EC that used the device to digitally sign the EC is the
person or entity associated with the account identifier in database 114b.

Thus, a very secure and

reliable method is illustrated that positively links, with a high degree of confidence, the sender of
an EC that contains a contract document with account information, which may include financial
information, or other information that may be relevant to performance of contract terms
contained in the contract document.

Process for Contract Scenario Using PriMR. VS and ABDS
Turning now to FIG. 17, flow diagram for a process 17000 is illustrated for
authenticating a sender of an EC and the message contained therein, wherein the process creates,
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updates and evaluates a verification status indicator, as described in reference to FIG. 13. The
process also evaluates a security profile as also described in reference to FIG. 13. In addition,
the process establishes a relationship between two contracting parties, for example, where the
parties exchange public keys with each other. When exchanging public keys, the parties may
also establish accounts with each other, such that one party is an account authority for one or all
of the other contracting parties.

The AA then associates the public key and the account

information of the other party(s) together, such that when an EC is received from a party, the EC
containing an identifier such as an account number, the identifier is used to retrieve the public
key. The public key is then used to authenticate the sender of the EC. This establishing of a
io

relationship where an AA establishes an account with a party, and then uses the account
information associated with the public key of the party, is more fully described in reference to
FIGS. 1 6 above, and also in detail in the incorporated ABDS Applications.
The process begins at step 17050 where a personal device is manufacture in a secure
environment. When the device is manufactured in the secure environment, a public key that
corresponds to the devices internal private is stored at step 17100.

Also at step 17100, the

security characteristics are stored to a secure database maintained in a secure environment, such
that a devices public key and the devices security characteristics are associated together. After
the public key and corresponding security characteristics of a device have been stored to the
database, the device is distributed to a user at step 17150.
After the user receives the device, the user may establish at step 17200 an account with
another party. The other party may act as an AA authority to the first party, and vice versa, or a
third party AA may maintain a database that associates all accounts with public keys and an
identifier as described elsewhere herein. After receiving a device and establishing with another
party, the user of the device may wish to formulate at step 17250 an EC that includes a contract
document, for example, as the subject of a message contained therein. When the message of the
EC has been formulated, the EC is digitally signed using the devices public key at step 17350.
The EC may also contain a verification status indicator, as described elsewhere herein. If the
user wishes to update the current verification status of the device, the decision to do so is
performed at step 17400. This decision may be based on account information received from the
party to which the EC will be sent, e.g. business rules, that were received when the relationship
between the parties was established at step 17200.

If the user decides not to update the

verification status of the device at step 17400, the process proceeds to step 17420.
However, if the user decides to update the verification status of the device at step 17400,
the updated data is input into the device at step 17410. Then the EC, including the updated
verification status indicator, is digitally signed and generated at step 17420 and transmitted to a
recipient at step 17450.
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Next, the recipient receives the EC at step 17500.

Upon receipt of the EC, step 17550,

the recipient retrieves from a database maintained by the recipient the sender's public key, by
searching the database based on the account identifier contained in the received EC. When the
sender's public key has been retrieved it is used to authenticate the sender and message of the EC
at step 17600, as described elsewhere herein. After the sender has been authenticated, the
recipient evaluates the verification status indicator at step 17650.

This evaluation may be

performed in light of predetermined business rules, as discussed elsewhere herein.

If the

business rules need a security profile in order to raise the confidence level of the authentication
of the sender, a security profile of the device used to generate the digital signature of the EC is
requested from the secure entity at step 17700.

Then, the level of confidence in the

authentication is determined at step 17750 based on the verification status indicator evaluated in
light of the requested security profile as described elsewhere herein. After the confidence level is
determined, the recipient decides at step 17800 how to act on the subject matter of the EC based
on the evaluation that was performed at step 17750 on the verification status indicator in light of
the security profile.
If at step 17800 the confidence level determined at step 17750 is found not to be
acceptable, the process 17000 advances to step 17900.

However, if the confidence level is

determined to be acceptable at step 17800, the public key from the BC received at step 17500 is
used to retrieve at step 17810 any account information that is associated with the identifier and
public key from the received EC from a database maintained by the recipient. This account
information is then evaluated at step 17820 and a determination on how to act on the subject
matter of the EC is made at step 17830.
After the determination of how to act is determined at step 17830, the subject matter is
acted on at step 17840 in accordance with the determined confidence level as applied by business
rules, or any other methodology known to those skilled in the art of making business decisions.
After the subject mater is acted upon at step 17840, account information associated with the
public key used to sign the EC is updated at step 17850. For example, if the sender of the EC has
a line of credit with the recipient, and the EC contained an offer to purchase goods for a certain
amount from the recipient, the recipient may reduce the line of credit and increase the accounts
receivable with respect to the sender of the EC at step 17850 to reflect the purchase by the sender
of the goods.
After updating the account information associated with the public key used to sign the
EC, if the recipient of the EC wishes to send an EC in response to the EC received at step 17500,
an acceptance, for example, the decision to send another EC is made at step 17900. If the
decision is made to send another EC, the process returns to step 17250 where the process
continues as described above, with the original recipient now being the sender of the new EC,
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and the original sender becoming the new recipient of the EC. If the recipient decides at step
17900 not to send another EC, the process ends.
In view of the foregoing detailed description of the preferred embodiments of the present
invention, it readily will be understood by those persons skilled in the art that the present
invention is susceptible of broad utility and application. Many embodiments and adaptations of
the present invention other than those herein described, as well as many variations,
modifications, and equivalent arrangements, will be apparent from or reasonably suggested by
the present invention and the foregoing description thereof, without departing from the substance
or scope of the present invention.

Furthermore, those skilled in the art will understand and

appreciate that the sequence(s) and/or temporal order of the steps of various processes described
and claimed herein are those considered by the inventors to be the best mode contemplated by
them for carrying out the inventions. It should also be understood that, although steps of various
processes are shown and described in some cases as being in a preferred sequence or temporal
order, the steps of such processes are not limited to being carried out in any particular sequence
or order, absent a specific indication that a step or steps should be carried out in a particular
sequence or order to achieve a particular intended result. In most cases, the steps of such
processes may be carried out in various different sequences and orders, while still falling within
the scope of the present inventions.
Accordingly, while the present invention has been described herein in detail in relation to
preferred embodiments, it is to be understood that this disclosure is only illustrative and
exemplary of the present invention and is made merely for purposes of providing a full and
enabling disclosure of the invention. The foregoing disclosure is not intended nor is to be
construed to limit the present invention or otherwise to exclude any such other embodiments,
adaptations, variations, modifications and equivalent arrangements, the present invention being
limited only by the claims appended hereto and the equivalents thereof
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What is claimed is:

i.

A method for establishing an electronic contract between a first party and a second party,

comprising the steps of:
initially, establishing an account of the first party, the account being maintained by
the second party, wherein the step of establishing the account comprises:
assigning an identifier to the account;
receiving a public key ofa public/private key pair directly from the first
party, the private key of the public/private key pair being stored securely within a device

00

of the first party, the device being adapted to generate digital signatures using the private
key;
associating the public key with the identifier in a database of the second
party; and
associating a security profile of the device with the account, the security
profile indicative of the security level of the device;
(ii) thereafter,
the first party formulating an offer associated with the electronic contract;
the device generating a verification status indicator based on a comparison of
verification data provided to the device with verification data of the first party pre-stored
within the device;
the first party using the device to generate a digital signature of the offer and
the verification status indicator;
the first party communicating an electronic communication to the second
party, the electronic communication including the identifier, the offer, the digital
signature, and the verification status indicator;
in response to receipt of the electronic communication and based on the
identifier obtained therefrom, the second party authenticating the digital signature with
the public key associated with the account and accessing the security profile of the
device from the database; and
if the digital signature authenticates, the second party determining a response
to the offer as a function of the security level of the device and as a function of the
verification status indicator obtained from the electronic communication.

2.

The method of claim 1, wherein the identifier is the public key associated with the

account.

00

3.

The method of claim 1 or 2, wherein the security profile is maintained by a third party

independently of the first and second party.

The method of claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein the security profile indicates the likelihood that

S4.

the device can be compromised.

The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the verification data comprises a
PIN, a password, or a biometric characteristic.
00

6.

A method for establishing an electronic contact between a first party and a second party,

comprising the steps of:
initially, setting up an account of the first party with the second party, wherein the
step of establishing the account comprises:
storing a public key of a public/private key pair of the first party in a database
of the second party, the private key of the public/private key pair being stored securely
only within a device of the first party, the device being adapted to generate digital
signatures using the private key;
associating an identifier with the account of the first party;
associating the public key with the account such that the public key is
retrievable based on the identifier; and
associating a security profile of the device with the account, the security
profile indicative of the security level of the device;
(ii) thereafter,
the first party formulating an offer associated with the electronic contract;
the device generating a verification status indicator based on a comparison of
verification data provided to the device with verification data of the first party pre-stored
within the device;
the first party using the device to generate a digital signature of the offer and
the verification status indicator;
the first party communicating an electronic communication to the second
party, the electronic communication including the offer, the identifier, the digital
signature, and the verification status indicator;
in response to receipt of the electronic communication and based on the
identifier obtained therefrom, the second party authenticating the digital signature with
the public key associated with the identifier and accessing the security profile of the
device from the database; and

00
if the digital signature authenticates, the second party determining a response
CN"1

to the offer as a function of the security level of the device and as a function of the
Sverification

7.

status indicator obtained from the electronic communication.

The method of claim 6, wherein the identifier is the public key associated with the

account.

8.
00

The method of claim 6 or 7, wherein the security profile is maintained by a third party

independently of the first and second party.

9.

The method of claim 6, 7 or 8, wherein the security profile indicates the security features

of the device.

The method of any one of claims 6 to 9, wherein the verification data comprises a PIN, a
password, or a biometric characteristic of the first party.

11.

A method for creating an electronic contract between a first party and a second party,

comprising the steps of:
initially, establishing an account of the first party with the second party, wherein the
step of establishing the account comprises:
assigning an identifier to the account;
storing a public key of a public/private key pair of the first party in a
database of the second party, the private key of the public/private key pair being stored
securely within a device of the first party, the device being adapted to generate digital
signatures using the private key; and
associating the public key with the identifier;
(ii) thereafter,
the first party formulating an offer associated with the electronic contact;
the device generating a verification status indicator based on a comparison of
verification data provided to the device with verification data of the first party pre-stored
within the device;
the first party using the device to generate a digital signature of a message,
wherein the message contains the offer and the verification status indicator;
the first party communicating an electronic communication to the second
party, the electronic communication including the message and the digital signature;

00

in response to receipt of the electronic communication and based on the
identifier obtained therefrom, the second party authenticating the digital signature with
Sthe

public key associated with the identifier and accessing the security profile of the
device from the database; and
if the digital signature authenticates, the second party determining a response
to the offer based on pre-stored verification status indicator-related business rules
maintained by the second party.

12.

00

The method of claim II, wherein the offer comprises an electronic message, and further

comprising the step of inputting the offer into the device.
S13.

The method of claim 11 or 12, wherein the steps of formulating the offer and inputting
the offer into the device make use of a secure input device separate from the device of the first
party.

14.

The method of claim 11, 12 or 13, wherein the secure input device displays information

relating to the terms of the offer.
The method of any one of claims 1 to 14, wherein the verification data is provided to the
device using a secure input device separate from the device of the first party.

16.

The method of any one of claims 11 to 15, wherein the message further includes the

identifier.

17.

A method for creating an electronic contract between a first party and a second party,

comprising the steps of:
initially, establishing an account of the first party with the second party, wherein the
step of establishing the account comprises:
assigning an identifier to the account of the first party;
storing a public key of a public/private key pair of the first party in a
database of the second party, the private key of the public/private key pair being stored
securely within a device of the first party, the device being adapted to generate digital
signatures using the private key;
associating the public key with the identifier; and
associating a security profile of the device with the account, the security
profile indicative of the security level of the device;

(ii) thereafter,
the first party formulating an offer associated with the electronic contract;

S(b)

the device generating a verification status indicator based on a comparison of

Sverification

data provided to the device wit verification data of the first party pre-stored
within the device;
the first party using the device to generate a digital signature of the offer and
the verification status indicator;
the first party communicating an electronic communication to the second
party, the electronic communication including the offer, the identifier, and the digital

00
(Ni

signature;
in response to receipt of the electronic communication and based on the
identifier obtained therefrom, the second party authenticating the digital signature with
the public key associated wit the identifier and accessing the security profile of the
device from the database; and
if the digital signature authenticates, the second party determining a response
to the after based on pre-stored security-profile-related business rules maintained by the
second party.
18.

The method of claim 17, wherein to second party uses another device that generates

digital signatures for responding to the first party.

19.

The method of claim 17 or 18, wherein the security profile is stored in a security profile

database maintained by a third party.
20.

The method of claim 19, further comprising the step of the first party requesting the

security profile from the security profile database of the third party.
21.

A method for creating an electronic contract between a first party and a second party

according to any one of claims 1, 6, 11 or 17 as substantially herein described with reference to
the relevant accompanying drawings.
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